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0. Introduction 
The problem of proving the partial correctness of a definite program (in which the 
clauses have exactly one positive literal) with respect to a given specification, saying 
what the answer substitutions (if any) should be, has been considered many times 
[12,39,30,32,49,9] but rarely studied in depth. The purpose of this paper is to 
present a unified view of the partial correctness proof methods of logic programs 
based on the notion of proof of properties of the proof trees. It gives a unified 
framework for different kinds of known proof methods like the consequence verifica- 
tion method, the structural induction in definite clauses or the inductive proof of 
formulas [12]. Also it introduces a new proof method to prove properties holding 
inside the proof trees. 
It is largely accepted that a definite program has an implicit actual semantics 
(the set of its atomic logical consequences). For definite programs all the formaliz- 
ations of the actual semantics coincide and we will consider that it is the set 
of all the (not necessarily ground) proof trees. It is known that all the proof-tree 
roots correspond to the atomic logical consequences of the program and conversely. 
On the other hand, in writing a program, a programmer has some so-called intended 
semantics in mind. The intended semantics can also be formalized by a set 
of atoms which must be compared with the actual semantics. Unfortunately, the 
actual and the intended semantics do not coincide necessarily (if there is some 
bug). The practice of software development and the relatively low level of expres- 
sion in logic programming require attention to validation methods. These are based 
on the comparison of the actual semantics of a definite program and its intended 
semantics. 
A program is partially correct w.r.t. its intended semantics if the relation it specifies 
satisfies also the intended semantics. To be as general as possible, by “intended 
semantics” we mean some property expressed in some logical language. Depending on 
the degree of refinement of its expression, one may be interested in proving weaker or 
stronger properties. 
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For example, consider the following definite program: 
plus(zer0, X, X), 
plus(s(X), Y, s(z))+plLls(x, Y, Z). 
The property saying that “all the elements of the denotation have the form 
plus(s”(zero), t, s”(t)) for n 30, t being any term” is the strongest possible one. But one 
could be interested in proving only that “the first argument of plus has always the 
form s”(zero)” or “if the second argument is ground then the third is too and 
conversely”. These last propositions are a kind of partial specification or partial 
intended semantics. Another kind of “partial specification” which is considered in the 
literature [12,42] is to express some intended property of the program like the 
commutativity of “plus” with the given axioms interpreted on natural integers. This 
can be expressed by the formula 
VX, Y, Z integer(X) A integer(Y) * (plus(X, Y, Z) * plus( Y, X, Z)). 
We will show that all these properties can be proved using the same kind of induction 
on the structure of the program. We call this method the inductive assertion method. 
Our purpose is to do more. We introduce a new method to prove properties holding 
anywhere inside the proof trees: the annotation method. This method is particularly 
well suited when restrictions are imposed at the root of the proof trees. It is thus 
a natural way to establish consequences inside the proof trees. However, it introduces 
also a simplification of the inductive assertion method by using modular assertions: In 
the inductive methods a big assertion is proved holding at the roots of the proof trees. 
In the annotation method shorter assertions will be used, instead of a big one, flowing 
through the proof tree. It is still a “syntax-directed” proof method but with “modular 
assertions”. It will be shown that the assertions used in an inductive proof method 
may have an exponential size w.r.t. the size of all the assertions used in an annotation 
method. 
Furthermore, the annotation proof method is a solution for another kind of 
modularity: proof by stepwise refined assertions. Let us explain informally what it is. 
A property specifying (partially or completely) the intended semantics is expressed by 
one formula attached to each predicate and stating the relations holding between its 
arguments. Thus one assumes that the assertion language has an interpretation which 
includes all the functions and constant symbols of the program. Suppose now that 
instead of one formula, one attaches to each predicate two or more formulas. If one 
can prove independently that in all the proof trees all the “first” formulas hold, then 
one can prove the other ones assuming the first ones hold already. This is the idea of 
“stepwise refined assertions”. Let us illustrate it by an example. 
Assume that one wants to prove that the program “plus” specifies an addition on 
natural integers. It seems natural to try to prove its correctness w.r.t. the specification 
associated with the relation 
“plus(X, Y, z)“: z =int x +inl Y, 
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i.e., the intended semantics is expressed as a formula 
Z=X+Y 
in which the symbols “=” and “+” are, respectively, relational and functional 
symbols whose interpretation is defined for natural integers only but not for other 
values (there is no interpretation for [ ] + int [ 1, f or example). In practice, partial 
functions and predicates are used. 
If one assumes that the domains of interpretation are natural integers only, 
the proof by induction of such a formula is very easy to perform. This is the 
way such a program is usually understood when writing and reading its axioms. 
However, in performing such a proof, one makes assumptions about the type of the 
predicate arguments and some properties they satisfy (for example, we will see that 
one makes use of the commutativity of the operation “+” on natural integers). 
Such a proof assumes that if the program is well formed in the sense of the typing 
policy then all the proof trees can be interpreted on this (possibly many-sorted) 
interpretation; i.e, all the free variables in the clauses or the proof trees are quantified 
on the domains of their type, and the properties proved hold at the interpreted proof 
tree root. 
This typing approach corresponds to some explicit hypothesis, which may be 
expressed as follows: integer(X) A integer(Y) A integer(Z) * Z = int X + int Y, which 
is a property holding at all the proof tree roots (i.e. all the roots of the form 
plus(X, Y, Z)). 
This kind of hypothesis can be viewed also as a stepwise refinement: first define 
a subset of proof trees which is well typed, then perform the rest of the proof assuming 
well-typedness. For this example it would be sufficient to assume that the second or 
third argument of plus is an integer. This illustrates a general practical situation in 
logic programming: a programmer is not interested in all the proof trees specified by 
his program but only in some of them. 
For example the program plus given above, even if it is part of a larger program 
which uses other function symbols, will ordinarily be used assuming that all argu- 
ments are just integers. This hypothesis is not implicit by the given axioms of plus. In 
particular, in the context of lists, the atom plus (zero, [ 1, [ 1) is a logical consequence 
of the axioms. However, under the hypothesis that “one of the second or the third 
argument of the root is an integer” any proof tree rooted by plus will be completely 
instantiated by integers. This can be formalized by an annotation, i.e. a set of formulas 
associated with the predicates. For example, with plus, three formulas of the form “the 
ith argument is an integer” and to which directions are assigned like: the second 
formula is inherited (hypotheses issued from the upper context), the others are 
synthesized (conclusions holding at the roots by assuming the hypotheses). Now we 
will say that a definite program is correct w.r.t. a given annotation (or the annotation 
is valid for the program) provided all the proof trees whose roots satisfy its hypothesis 
(inherited assertions) then all the assertions (inherited and synthesized) hold anywhere 
inside the proof tree (and, of course, at the root). The program plus is correct w.r.t. the 
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given annotation; that is, if the second argument of the root is an integer then the 
whole proof tree (if any) “contains” integers only. 
Now it becomes clear - we hope ~ how the annotation method may be a factor of 
simplification: it is a way to organize the proof of a property in at least two 
independent steps: the verification of a well-typed subset of proof trees and the 
verification of some property assuming well-typedness. 
These observations basically motivate the choices made in the presentation of this 
paper: a many-sorted approach is considered allowing one to handle assertions with 
partial functions in a very modular way. Here, we do not want just to obtain 
theoretical results but also to show how proofs can be organized such that they 
become simpler to handle and more tractable on big programs. However, note that it 
is not the purpose of this paper to formalize completely the many-sorted approach; 
When sorts will be used it will be done with the purpose of focussing on the most 
interesting parts of the assertions, assuming that the clauses are well formed and that 
a proof concerning the type of the arguments inside the proof trees of interest has been 
performed separately (this is illustrated by a detailed example in Section 5). Observe 
finally that this stepwise splitting of the correctness proofs into two parts is arbitrary. 
In general many steps could be performed. 
We complete this introduction by a short presentation of the proof methods. 
Basically, this paper has two parts corresponding to the two proof methods: the proof 
by induction and the proof by annotations. Both are syntax-directed but, although the 
first can be viewed as a particular case of the second, it is studied separately. The 
reason is that most of the known literature is devoted to the first one and most of the 
basic theoretical results are obtained with it. The first method is devoted to the proof 
of partial correctness (validity of a specification) whereas the second is devoted to the 
proof of properties of the proof trees. 
Let us state more formally the definition of partial correctness. 
A specification consists of a logical formula associated with each predicate of 
a definite program P and establishes a relation between its arguments. If Y is the 
family of such logical formulas, 
Y = (9” 1 for each predicate p in P}, 
and D the interpretation of the logical language including the functional symbols of P, 
then the partial correctness of P with regard to Y is expressed as follows: 
Vp predicate of P, ‘v’f list of term arguments, if PI=p(i) then in, I=Y’(t), 
which formally expresses that every atomic logical consequence of the program P (the 
actual semantics) satisfies the specification Y. 
The first method consists in defining a specification stronger than the original one, 
which, furthermore, is inductive. A specification is inductive if the axioms of the 
program are still valid in D when one replaces in the clauses the predicate occurrences 
by their specification. Many consequences and applications of the inductive view will 
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be explored, in particular those following from the induction principle contained in 
the definite clauses of a logic program. 
Our second method is a generalization of the first one: with every predicate we 
associate a finite set of formulas (we call this an annotation), together with implica- 
tions between formulas in the clauses. The proofs become more modular and tract- 
able, but their consistency has to be proved; this is a decidable property. This method 
is particularly suitable for proving the validity of specifications which are not induc- 
tive, or to make type verifications inside the proof trees. 
Let us consider the previous example with one more predicate whose intended 
semantics is to specify the addition in natural integers and the length of a list: 
plus(zer0, X, X) t 
plus(s(X), Y, s(Z)) +- plus(X, Y, Z). 
plength([ 1, zero) c 
plength( [A 1 L], N) t plength(L, M), plus(s(zero), M, N). 
and the following specification: 9 = {9’P’“‘, 9Ple”gth > 
<YP’“S(X, Y,Z): z=x+ Y 
yplength(L, N): N = length(L) 
assuming that X, Y, Z, N are integers and L a list. 
We first prove the validity of the specification Y for the given program using the 
first method, then we prove with the annotation method that the proof trees are well 
typed. 
This first specification is inductive (hence the program is correct w.r.t. Y). In fact 
the axioms can be rewritten as 
x=0+x 
Z=X+Y => Z+l=X+l+Y 
length([ ])=0 
length(L)=M and N=M+l j length([AIL])=N 
which are valid formulas in the domains of the natural integers (X, Y, Z, M, N), lists 
(L) and unspecified elements (A). 
Note that partial correctness does not say anything about the existence of solutions 
(completeness) or effective form of the goals before, during or after computations 
(“run-time properties” in [33], “STP” in [22]), or whether any solution can be reached 
using some computation rule (termination, [35,3]). All together, these problems are 
part of the total correctness of a definite clause program. Partial correctness states 
only that any computed atom - if any ~ (which belongs necessarily to the actual 
semantics) satisfies the specification. 
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plus ( v”’ Xd ) 
integer integer 
plus ( fm, y, s(Z) 1 
tit 
integer 
plus ( x Y, z 1 
plength ( [ I, zero 1 
t f 
list integer 
plength ([AIL], N 1 
l$nteg erk 
plength ( L, M ) , plus ( s(zero), M, N) 
Fig. I 
Now we use the annotation method to prove the well-typing. We consider the 
following annotation: 
Inherited assertion for plus: integer(second argument) 
Synthesized assertion for plus: integer(first argument), integer(third argument). 
No inherited assertion for plength. 
Synthesized assertion for plength: list(first argument), integer(second argument). 
The proof is performed showing locally in each clause how the type informations 
are propagated. Figure 1 illustrates the way to propagate the information “integer” or 
“list” inside the clauses. As there is no possible cycle following the arrows in any proof 
tree, the annotation is valid, i.e. the proof trees of roots “plus” whose second argument 
is an integer are of type integer and the proof trees of root “plength” are well typed 
(there is no inherited hypothesis attached to “plength”). 
Note that our definition of the specifications, like our examples, does not 
restrict the domains of the interpretations to be Herbrand bases (we call them 
term bases). This will permit us to establish general results holding not only for 
pure logic programming but also for extensions like functional or constraint logic 
programming. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 introduces the basic definitions and 
notations. Special emphasis is given to the term (or Herbrand) interpretations, which 
corresponds to the most usual way to deal with the semantics of logic programs. 
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Section 2 introduces the definite clause programs, their semantics and the specifica- 
tions. Two notions of validity are defined in order to deal with general interpretations, 
not with Herbrand’s ones only. This will permit us to obtain very general results on 
the proof methods. Section 3 presents the inductive proof method and explores its 
properties. Results of completeness, relative completeness (in the sense of [16]) and 
incompleteness are established. 
Relationships with fixpoint and structural induction are investigated as the exten- 
sion of the method to general programs and other kind of properties. Section 4 
presents the proof method with annotations which can be viewed as a generalization 
of the inductive method but is not more powerful (it does not permit one to prove 
move valid specifications). In contrast, it permits one to prove properties holding 
inside the proof trees. In Section 5 a (short) example is fully developed with the 
purpose of showing the originality and the usefulness of the annotation method. 
Finally, a comparison with other results published in this literature is provided in 
Section 6. 
1. Basic definitions and notations 
1.1. Sort, signatures, terms 
Context-free grammars and logical languages will be defined in the algebraic style 
of [lS]. Some definitions are also useful to describe logic programs. 
Let S be a finite set of sorts. An S-sorted signature F is a finite set of function 
symbols with two mappings: the domain CI (some word in S* representing the sorts of 
the arguments in the same order), the sort o of the function symbol. The length of a(f) 
is called the arity of f and denoted p(f). If a(f)=& (the empty word) then f is 
a constant symbol. The pair (r(f), o(f)) is the puojle off: A constant of sort s has 
profile (s, s). 
A heterogeneous F-algebra is an object A: 
where {A,} is a family of nonempty sets indexed by S (the carriers) and each fA a total 
mapping: 
A,, x “’ x A& +A, if f has profile (si . ..s.,s). 
Let V be an S-sorted set of variables (each v in V has arity E, sort a(v) in S). The 
free F-a/gebru T generated by V, also denoted T(F, V), is identified as usual as the set 
of the well-formed terms, “well typed” with respect to sorts and arities. Terms will also 
be identified with trees in a well-known manner. T(F) denotes the set of all terms 
without variables, i.e. the ground terms, T(F), denotes the set of the ground terms 
of sort s. 
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A term t in T(F), is considered as denoting a value tA in A, for an F-algebra A. For 
any F-algebra A and an S-sorted set of variables, an assignment of values in A, to 
variables V,, for all s in S, is an S-indexed family of functions: 
v={vs: VS-tA,},,s. 
It is well known that this assignment can be extended into a unique homomorphism: 
v’={v;: T(F, V)s-+As}seS. 
In U, assignments are called substitutions. For any assignment v in T and term t in 
T(F, V), V(L) is called an instance of t. 
1.2. Grammars 
Proof trees of a logic program (see Definition 2.5) can be thought of as abstract 
syntax trees with associated atoms. These abstract syntax trees can be represented by 
abstract context-free grammars. An abstract context-free grammar is the pair (N, P) 
where N is a finite set (the nonterminal alphabet) and P an N-sorted signature (for more 
details see [27]). 
1.3. Many-sorted logical languages 
The specifications will be given in some logical language together with an inter- 
pretation that we define as follows. Let S be a finite set of sorts containing the sort 
boo1 of the boolean values true, false. Let I’ be a sorted set of variables, F an 
S-signature and R a finite set of many-sorted relation symbols (i.e. a set of symbols, 
each of them having an arity and, implicitly, the sort bool). 
A logical language L over V, F, R is the set of formulas written with I’, F, R and 
logical connectives like V, 3, a, A, v, -, . . . We denote by free (cp) the possibly empty - 
set of the free variables of the formula cp of L (free(q) c V), by ANiISl A (resp. OR! A) 
the conjunction (resp. the disjunction) of formulas (AND @=e, OR @=m, and 
bycp Cu,lr+,..., u,/v,] the result of the substitution of ui for each free occurrence of vi, 
or cp [u,, , u,]. We do not restrict a priori the logical language to be first-order. 
Let C(L) denote a class of L-structures or L-interpretations, i.e. objects of the form 
where <CDsJsc~, if~>r~~) . IS a h t e erogeneous F-algebra and for each r in R, rD is 
a total mapping 
D,, x ... x DSm *{true, false}=m if a(r)=s,...s,. 
The notion of validity is defined in the usual way. For every assignment v, every D in 
C(L), every cp in L, one assumes that (ED, v) + rp either holds or does not hold. We say 
40 is valid in D and write D I= cp iff (ED, v) (= 40 for every assignment v. In the sequel, we 
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will make extensive use of a distinction which is usual in the field of logic program- 
ming [44]. We will distinguish the algebraic part of an L-interpretation, called an 
L-preinterpretation (L may be omitted if there is no ambiguity). It is the interpretation 
of the function symbols of L. Let us call J an (L-) preinterpretation. Then D is 
a J-based L-interpretation iff EI is the L-interpretation consisting of J and the 
interpretation of the relations R of L. 
In the rest of the paper, the many-sorted approach will be used in most of the 
examples. This simplifies them. On the other hand, the presentation of the theory is 
simplified if a one-sorted approach is used. This will be done in all the theoretical 
sections. It is straightforward to extend the results obtained with the one-sorted 
approach to the many-sorted approach by quantifying all the variables in all the 
formulas over their corresponding domain. It is sufficient to assume that programs 
and formulas are well typed according to types and arities. 
1.4. E.yamples 
Here are some examples of interpretations for some languages. 
Integers language 
S = (int, pint, bool} 
L is 
I/: variables 
F = {zero, s, p, + } 
R = {plus, = 1 
Interpretation N (natural integers) 
Domains: Nint = nat (nat = posnat u {0}) 
Npint = posnat (posnat = ( 1,2,. . }) 
N boo,=&!?! 
Functions: zeroN E (E, nat ): 0 
s,E(nat,posnat):n+n+ 1 
pNE(posnat,nat):n+n-1 
+NE(natnat,nat):(n,m)-+n+m 
Relations: = No (nat, nat, boo1 ) : (n, m)-+true iff n = m 
plusN E (nat nat nat boo1 ) : (n, m, I)-+ true iff I = n + m 
Interpretation [E (nonstandard signed integers) [Bid 811 
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Domains: E,,,={(n,s)InEnat,sE(il}} 
Eposin,={(nrS)InEpoSnat, se{fl}J 
E boo1 = bool 
Functions: zeroEE ( E, Eint ) : (0, + 1) 
SEE < Eint > Eposint > : (4 s)+(n + l> s, 
PEE < Eposint 3 Eint > : (n, s)+(n - 1, S) 
+EE(EimEi”t, Eint > :(% sl)(& S2l-‘tn+m, Sz) 
Relations: =E~( EintEi,,, bool):(n,sI)(m,s2)+trueiff n=m and s1 =s2 
pIUS,E ( Eint Eint Ei”t, bOOI ): 
plus((n, s,), (m,s,), (/, s,))+% iff l=n+m and s3 =s2. 
Note that N and E are models of the axioms 
(1) plus(zer0, X, X)+- 
(2) plus(sX, Y, sZ)tplus(X, Y, Z) 
i.e. these formulas are valid in PV and E. However, the formula 
(3) plus(X, Y, Z) * plus( Y, X, Z) (commutativity) 
is valid in N but not in E (the commutativity is not a logical consequence of axioms (1) 
and (2), i.e. it does not hold in all models of (1) and (2)). 
Algebraic language 
Given a set of sorts S increased with (bool, int} and a language L over V, F, R as in 
U (Section 1.1) in which F contains also {size) and R {ground, = , var}. 
Interpretation U (canonical term interpretation) 
Domains: 
T(F, IQ set of the well-formed terms of sort s following sorts and arities, built 
as follows: 
if 1 didn, tiET(F, V),, and fE(sI . ..s.,s) 
then f(tI,..., t,)ET(F, V), 
T bool = bool 
Tnt = Nint 
Functions: 
f&C W, Us,... TV, V,,,, TV, Vs):fifff~<sl . . . s,,,s> 
size, E ( T(F), Tin, ) is defined recursively as follows: 
sizer(f)= 1 if f has arity 0 (constant) and sizeT(f(t,,..., t,)) 
= 1+ Cl<i<nSiZeTCti). 
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Relations: 
ground,E( T(F, V), bool):ground,(t)= true iff t is a term without variable 
= r~ (T(F, V) T(F, V), &) : tl = T t2 iff t, and t, are syntactically same 
(or tI and f2 are formally equal). 
varrE(T(F, V), bool):varr(t)=true iff TV V. 
Note that ground, and sizer are polymorphic and that size, is a partial function on 
W, V). 
= E and = N satisfy the congruence axioms of the equality as given in [44]. 
For exzmile the formula (XI =E Yr AX, =E Y,) * (XI SEX2 =E Y1 +r Y,) is 
valid in E. 
The following formula is valid in U. 
X =r Y 3 sizer(X) =.size,(Y) 
If there is no ambiguity following the typing convention of the operators, subscripts 
denoting the models will be omitted. 
Lists language 
S = {list, d-list, any, int, T, bool} 
F = {C 1, C-I-3, nil, . , append, -, repr, length} 
[ ] and nil are constants, repr has arity 1, the others arity 2. 
R = (is-a-list, is-a-dlist, permut, = } 
Interpretation 5 (lists and diflerence-lists) 
Domains: 
Lli,l= lists as usual (defined by ‘nil’ and ‘. ’ denoting ‘cons’) 
Ld_list = d-lists (difference-lists as usual [SO]) 
L,,,=elem (type of the lists elements: no restriction) 
Lint=nat (as in FV) 
LT=is T(F, V) as in U 
L boo1 = bool 
Functions: 
[ lL~(&, lists) 
nil,E (E, lists) 
both denote the empty list, nil. 
[-i_]LE(elem lists,lists) 
.,E(elem lists, lists) 
both denote the usual list constructor cons 
append,E(lists, lists, lists): concatenation of lists. “appendL” operator will be 
omitted in long forumulas if there is no ambiguity on the type of the 
arguments. 
-L E (lists lists, d-lists): difference-lists constructor 
repr,E(d-lists,lists): defines the list represented by a difference-list 
length,E(lists, nat): the length of a list 
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Relations: 
is-a-listE( T(F, V), bool): is-a-list(l) is true iff 1 is a list built with list 
constructors 
is-a-ddlistE( T(F, V), bool): is-a-d_list(dl) is true iff all instances of dl are 
d-list built with d-list constructors and represent a list (i.e. repr,(dl) is 
defined). (For example, is-a-d_list( [X, YI L]-[ YlL]) is true but is-a- 
d_list([X, YI L]-[ZIL]) is false.) 
permut E (lists lists, bool) = permut (II, 12) is true iff lz is a permutation of 1, 
= L~(lists lists, bool): 1, =L 1, is true iff II and l2 are element-by-element 
identical lists (using = ,iem). 
1.5. Term interpretations 
A special attention should be given to the term interpretations. They play a central 
role in logic programming as they are used to define the proof-theoretic and the 
fixpoint semantics of logic programs and as such they are also related to the 
computability of the relations defined by a logic program. 
The basic idea of a term interpretation leads to its term domains: every value is 
denoted by a specific term (different from the others). Usually, term interpretations are 
one-sorted but they can be many-sorted also, as in the algebraic language example of 
Section 1.4. 
The term domain is T(F, V). It is closed by substitution. If Vis empty (no variable) 
the term domain is ground and is also called the Herbrand universe. A term base B (or 
Herbrand base, if there is no variable) is the set of atoms r (tl, . . . . t,) with r in R and 
the tt’S in T(F, V). For more details on term bases see [34,29]. 
A term interpretation is defined by the canonical term preinterpretation in which 
the symbols are interpreted by themselves and, for each r in R, by a subset of 
B defining r. 
By definition of a term base, to define a term interpretation U is just to define rT 
for every r in R. Then one can identify the assignment in lJ with the substitutions 
ranging over terms and, moreover, for any assignment v, the value of a term by v is tv 
(v applied to t) and the notion of validity: (T, v)j=r(t,, . . , t,) is equivalent to 
(t,v,...,t,v)ErT. 
A term model of a set of formulas S is a term interpretation which satisfies all the 
formulas in S. A ground term model is also called a Herbrand model. 
In an interpretation D the values of the domains are assumed to be different. Thus, 
in a term interpretation all terms which are not formally equal are different. This can 
be axiomatized by the following axioms which we will denote as the term-equality 
axioms (EQ). We borrow them from [2]: 
(1) forall (x = x). 
(2) forall(f(x,,...,~,)=f(L’~,...,y,) ‘f 1 x,=y, and . . . x,=y,) for all function 
symbols J: 
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(3) foraU(p(yl,...,y,) if P(x~,..., x,)) if x1 =y, and . x,=y,) for all predicates 
p including “ = ” 
(4) forall(x,=y, and . . x,=y, if f(xr,...,x,,)=f(yr,...,y,)) for all function 
symbols J: 
(5) forall(f(x,, . , x,) # g(y,, . . . , y,)) for all pairs of different function or constant 
symbols. 
(6) forall(t [x] #x) for all terms t [x] containing the variable x and different from x. 
Note that in every interpretation 1Di containing an interpretation of the equality which 
satisfies these axioms, if a value is represented by a term, this term is unique. In other 
terms, this means that all constants and functions are considered as constructors of 
different values, hence there is no axiom on constructors (initial algebra approach). 
This point will not be developed any more here. 
2. Definite clause programs, specifications 
2.1. Definition (dejinite clause program). A definite clause program (DCP) is a triple 
P= (PRED, FUNC, CLAUS) where PRED is a finite set of predicate symbols, 
FUNC a finite set of function symbols disjoint of PRED, CLAUS a finite set of clauses 
defined as usual [12,44] with PRED and TERM = T(FUNC, V), Complete syntax 
can be seen in Examples 2.2 and 2.3. A clause is called a fact if it is restricted to an 
atomic formula. Clauses are built as usual with PRED and TERM. 
2.2. Example (Program “plus”) 
PRED={plus} p(plus)=3 
FUNC = {zero, s} p(zero) = 0, p(s) = 1 
CLAUS = { cr : plus (zero, X, X) +, c*: plus@(X), Y,s(z))cplus(x, Y,Z)} 
Variables begin with uppercase letters. 
2.3. Example (Program “permutations”). “List” terms are represented in Edinburgh 
syntax: 
PRED = f perm, extract) p(perm) = 2, p(extract) = 3 
FUNC=jC I, C-l-11 dC l)=O,~(C-l-l)=2 
CLAUS = {cr : perm ([ 1, [ I)+, 
c2: perm([A IL], [BI M])cperm(N, M), extract([AIL], B, N), 
cj: extract([AIL], A,L)t, 
cq: extract( [A IL], B, [A / M])cextract (L, B, M)} 
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2.4. Definition (Denotation of n DCP P: DEN(P)). The denotation of a DCP is the 
set of all its (not necessarily ground) atomic logical consequences: 
DEN(P)=(alPka} 
We do not give any more details on the notions of models of P (structures in which 
the clauses are valid formulas) and of logical consequences (all atoms of DEN(P) are 
valid in the models of P), since in this paper we will not make use of the logical 
semantics of a logic program, but rather of its proof-theoretic semantics that we shall 
now define. Other details can be found in [ 12,4,44,34,29]. 
2.5. Definition (J-based proof tree, proof tree). Given a DCP P= (PRED, 
FUNC, CLAUS) and a preinterpretation J s.t. J interprets all FUNC in P then the 
set of J-based proof trees of P is defined as follows. 
(1) If A is the result of the interpretation in J of the arguments of a fact in CLAUS 
whose variables (if any) have been assigned some value, then the tree consisting of one 
vertex with label A is a J-based proof tree. 
(2) If T1,..., T, for some q > 0 are J-based proof trees with roots labelled Bi, . , B, 
and if AtB 1,. . , B, is the result of the interpretation in J of all the arguments of the 
atoms of some clause in CLAUS whose variables (in any) have been assigned some 
value, then the tree consisting of the root labelled with A and the subtrees T1,. . . , T, is 
a J-based proof tree. 
Intuitively, if we call J-bused instances ofa clause the result of assigning values to the 
variables of a clause and interpreting in J the term arguments, it is easy to observe that 
a J-based proof tree is built by pasting together J-based instances of clauses, such that 
the leaves are J-based instances of facts. If this last condition is removed, one gets the 
notion of partial J-bused proof tree. 
Given an interpretation D of a class of L-structures such that L includes FUNC but 
not PRED, we denote by PTRn (P) the set of all the proof tree roots (root labels) of the 
J-based proof trees of P, in which J is the algebraic part of D. If there is no confusion, 
we will speak of the D-based proof trees instead of J-based. Analogously, we denote 
by PTn(P) the set of the D-based proof trees. 
If J is a term preinterpretation, then one finds the usual notion of (not necessarily 
ground) proof trees [ 12,34,29]. Note that every instance of a proof tree is a proof tree 
also. The name “proof tree” will be reserved to denote term-based proof trees. In this 
case PTRn(P) is just denoted as PRT(P). 
2.6. Proposition (Clark [12]) (Proof theoretic semantics). Given a DCP P: 
DEN(P) = PTR(P). 
Thus, instead of the logical semantics of a logic program, one can deal with its 
proof-theoretic semantics. As pointed out in [27], proof trees can be thought of as 
syntax trees (terms of a clause algebra) “decorated” by atoms as specified in the proof 
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tree definition. Thus, inductive proof methods as defined in [lS] may be applied to 
logic programs. This will be done in Section 3. Note that the set of all the D-based 
instances of the elements of DEN(P) - let us denote it DEN(P)n -does not correspond 
in general to PTR,(P) but is included in. They are the same if D is a term 
interpretation or if, in D, all values are represented by a term and all the axioms of EQ 
are valid. The consequence of the difference in the general case will be studied in 
Section 3.11. 
It may be useful to observe that PTR3 (P) defines, with m, an interpretation which is 
a model of P. In particular, if L! is a term-based interpretation, DEN(P) defines 
a model of P [12]. 
2.7. Definition (Specijcation of a logic program). A specification of a logic program 
P is a family of formulas Y= {YP}pepREn of a logical language L over V, F, R such 
that I’ contains the variables used in P and F contains FUNC, together with an 
L-structure D. For every p of PRED, we denote by varg(p) = { pl,. . . , ppCpj} the set of 
variable names denoting any possible term in place of the 1 st, . . , or p(p) th argument 
of p. Thus, we impose the condition free(YP) c varg(p). 
For a good understanding of the results presented in this paper, it is important to 
remark that the relations R in the language L may or may not include PRED. There 
are two cases: L may contain PRED and a specification .4p may use these predicates. 
Moreover, the family of formulas may be reduced to the form Yp: p( pl,. . . , p,). In this 
case LB can be viewed as a preinterpretation for P, augmented with the interpretations 
of the relations in R n PRED. In the second case - R does not contain any element of 
PRED- D is an interpretation of L and can simply be viewed as a preinterpretation 
for P. Without loss of generality, unless explicitly stated, it will be assumed in the 
sequel that the specification language L does not contain the predicate symbols of P. 
A specification Y may also be viewed as defining an interpretation of the predicates in 
PRED as: p(ul, . . . . u,)ED iff (D, (vi, . . . . u,))I=Yp. We will denote by I, the induced 
interpretation defined by a specification Y(ly. is the union of the I$, for every p in 
PRED) and Yp,h the family of formulas such that I,‘y,,, = PTR,(P). One can assume 
that such formulas always exist (this will be discussed in Section 3.10). Given D, 
a preinterpretation for P, and the formulas 9, D augmented by I, will be denoted as 
D,Y. Dv is a model of P if in particular Y = ,4Vp,n. I& with Y = Yb,n will be denoted 
as KDp. 
2.8. Definition (Valid specification, computational validity). A specification Y on 
(L, 03) is valid for the DCP P (or P is correct w.r.t. 9’) iff 
VP(V 1,...,&P-%(P), ~~~pC~lI~lr...,~,l~,l, n=p(p). 
In practice, there is a more interesting definition of a “valid specification” which we 
will call “computational correctness” if we need to distinguish it from the previous 
one. 
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A specification P on (L, ID) is computationally tlalid (or P is computationally correct 
w.r.t. .(Y) iff 
Vp(tl, . . . . t,)EDEN(P) [D, I=Yp[r,, . . . . t,]. 
This definition has been used in [20]. Without the precautions taken here, the 
completeness of the method stated in Theorem 3.5 does not hold. Nevertheless, with 
any kind of interpretation D, if a specification is valid in the sense of the D-based 
proof trees, it is also valid in the sense of DEN as DEN(P), G PTRD(P). In other 
words, if a specification is valid for a DCP, it is also valid computationally. 
The latter definition above means that every atom of the denotation satisfies the 
specification (with a universal quantification of the variables in the terms), hence every 
atom in any proof tree. It means also that every answer substitution (if any) satisfies 
the specification. 
Both definitions correspond to a notion of partial correctness referring to the 
declarative (i.e. proof-theoretic or logical) semantics since nothing is specified about 
the existence of proof trees (the denotation can be empty), the way to compute them or 
the kind of resulting answer substitution for a given goal. If DEN(P)D and PTRD (P) 
are the same then both definitions coincide. Until Section 3.10 only the first definition 
will be used. 
Note that any logical consequence of a valid specification is also valid, i.e. if Y is 
valid and D I= ,Y’+.Y” then Y’ is valid. (Y-Y’ stands as a shorthand for the family of 
implications ,Y’p~,Y”p for all p in PRED). 
2.9. Example (spec{fication for Example 2.2) 
L, = V, contains varg(plus)= {plus I, plus2, plus31 
F1 = {zero, s, + ) 
RI={=) 
D, = N as in Section 1.4 
Y1= { ,:l”s}, Y:‘us: plus3 =plus 1 +plus2 
The validity of Y1 (which is proved in Section 3) means that the program “plus” in 
Section 2.2 specifies the addition in FV, in particular that every n-tuple of values 
corresponding to the interpreted arguments of the elements of the denotation satisfies 
the specification plus 3 = plus 1 + plus2. 
More precisely, it means that if the variables appearing in a proof tree are assigned 
over the domains of the functions or predicate in which they appear (i.e. here Ni,[), all 
the atoms at the nodes of the proof tree satisfy the corresponding specification if 
function symbols are interpreted as in N. If one wants to make clear that this 
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specification holds for integer values only (if, for example, this program may be used in 
different contexts), one could use the following specification: 
Y y’yS=(integer(plus2) vinteger(plus3)) => plus3=plusl +plus2 
In this case it will be clear that plusl, plus2 and plus3 are always integers as the 
following specification is also valid: 
Y y:Us : (integer(plusl) A (integer(plus2)) 0 integer(plus3)) 
Another interesting property may be 
L2= Vz as in L1, F2 = {zero, s}, 
R2 = { ground} p( ground) = 1. 
D,=U as in Section 1.4 
Y* = (Yl;‘“S), 9;‘“s: (ground(plus3) => ground(plus2)) A ground(plus1) 
YZ is a valid specification (it can be observed on every proof tree and will be proved 
in the next section). 
2.10. Example (speci,ficationfor Example 2.3). This example uses a many sorted L3 
structure: 
L3 = V, contains varg(perm) and varg(extract). 
F,=(C I, C-l-l, nil,. , append} [ ] and nil are constants, 
the other operators have arity 2. 
R3 = {is-a-list, permut} p(is-a-list) = 1, p(permut) = 2. 
D, = IL as in Section 1.4 
93 = {Ferm: permut(perml, perm2), 
Y ex’ract: 3L,, L2 (extract1 =append(L,, extract2.1,) 
A extract3=append(L,, L,)j 
3. Inductive proof method 
3.1. Definition (Inductive specijkation 9 ofa DCP P). A specification Y on (L, D) of 
a DCP P is inductive iff for every c in CLAUS, 
C:Po(tol,...,to,o)C-Pl(tl,,...,tl”,),...,Pm(t,,,...rtm,,), 
~I=(A~mi~pkCtkl,...,tknrl { 9po[t0,,-d0,,1) 
lCk<m 
(1) 
i.e., a specification is inductive iff in every clause, if the specification holds for the 
atoms of the body, it holds for the head. Remark that in (1) the remaining variables are 
variables of the clause c and they are universally quantified over their domains defined 
in D. 
3.2. Proposition (An inductive specification is valid). If u specification Y qf P is 
inductive then Y is valid for P. 
Proof. By an easy induction on the size of D-based proof trees, if PTRD.,,(P) denotes 
the set of all the roots of the proof tree of size <n, Y holds in PTR,,,,, ,(P) (by 
Definitions 2.5 and 3.1 and the notion of validity), thus in PTRD(P)= 
u PTR,.,,(P). 0 
3.3. Definition (stronger (weaker) specijcation). Let ,Y and 9” be two specifications 
of P on (L, KD). One says that 9 is weaker than Y’ (or 9’ stronger than Y), and 
denotes it by Oa I= (9’ => 9) iff Vpg PRED, D I= (Y”p * .Vp). 
We denote by cYt,,,, the specification such that Y’p,tr”e: true for all p in PRED (i.e. no 
specification). 
3.4. Proposition (The strongest specification is inductive). Given a DCP P, Sf$, 1D, and 
,Vt,,, are, respectively, the strongest and the weakest valid specljication for P, and Yp,M is 
inductive, i.e. all valid specifications ,Y satisfy: 
m t= (CYP,Kl =+ Y + *Y,,,,) and zY’~,~ is inductive. 
Proof. It is easy to observe that 9p,la is inductive as it corresponds, by definition, to 
the interpretation defined by PTR,(P) whose elements are D-based proof tree roots 
(i.e. built with D-based instances of clauses). On the other hand, every valid specifica- 
tion is, by definition, true for every n-tuple of values of a D-based proof tree root. 
Hence D /= Yp,M * 9. Obviously, ITI )= 9 * Yt,,e. 0 
3.5. Theorem (soundness and completeness of the inductive proof method). A speci- 
fication 9 on (L, D) is validfor P ifSit is weaker than some inductive specijication Y’ on 
(L, D), i.e. 3.Y’ such that 
(1) 9” inductive, 
(2) D I= Y’ =b Sf. 
Proof. Soundness is trivial since, if 9 is inductive, it is valid by Proposition 3.2 and, if 
1[4 I= Y’ * Y, then Y is valid by the remarks following Definition 2.8. 
Completeness results from Proposition 3.4 with Y’ = Yp,D. Note that one does not 
have the completeness if one restricts the specification language to be first-order (see 
Section 3.10). 0 
3.6. Example (The specification YI (Example 2.9) is inductive). Following 
Definition 3.1, it is sufficient to prove that 
FU /= 9, [zero, X, X] and 
N l=.4p1 [X, Y, 21 * 91 [s(X), K s(Y)1 
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or 
NI=O+X=X and F+i=(X+Y=Z=+X+l+Y=Z+l) 
which are valid formulas in N. 
3.7. Example (The specijication ,!Y2 (Example 2.9) is inductive). In the same way, it is 
easy to show that the following formulas are valid on ID,: 
ground(zero) A (ground(X) * ground(X)) 
and 
[(ground(Z) =S ground(Y)) A ground(X)] * [(ground@(Z) =s. ground(Y)) 
A ground(X)] 
3.8. Example (The specification Y3 (Example 2.10) is inductive). It is easy to show that 
the following formulas are valid on D3 (some replacements are already made in the 
formulas and universal quantifications on the variables are implicit): 
in c1 : permut (nil, nil) 
inc,: permut(N,M)r\3L1,L2 (A.L=append(L,,B.L2)AN=append(L,,L,)) 
* permut(A.L,B.hil) 
inc,: 3L,,L2 (A.L=append(L,,A.L,)AL=append(L,,L,)) 
(L, and L2 are lists) take L1 = nil and Lz = L. 
inc,: 3L,,L2 L=append(L,,B.Lz)r\M=append(L,,L,)) 
*3L;,L;(A.L=append(L;,B.L;)r\A.M=append(L;,L;)) 
takeL;=A.L, and L;=L2. 
3.9. More examples 
We achieve this illustration with some more examples of inductive proofs. 
Concatenation 
We define the concatenation of difference lists as usual by one fact: 
concat(L,-L,,L,-L,,L,-LL,)+- 
Note that in this example we introduce explicitly the typing predicates as “rep? is 
a partial function over difference lists. 
,4p conCa’e”ate: is-a-d-list (concatenatel) A is-a-d-list (concatenate2) 
* repr(concatenate3)=append(repr(concatenatel), repr(concatenate2)) 
defined on (L3, ID,) is inductive. 
The claim is obvious, there is only one fact and 
is-a-d_list(L, - L2) A is-a-ddlist(L, - L3) 
* repr(Li - LJ)=append(repr(L1 - L2), repr(L, - L3)) 
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Graph colouring 
We consider a graph colouring program whose (second-order) specification is the 
following: 
3f: regions-xolours such that Vri, rj regions, Yi #rj A adjacent(ri, rj) * 
f(ri) #f(rjJ 
We denote by solution(f) the property required for the mappingj 
The interpretation we are interested in consists of a description of pairs of different 
adjacent regions and different nonadjacent ones and of mappings which will be 
represented by lists of pairs (region, colour). 
Here is a definite program whose purpose is to specify mappings satisfying 
P-solution. 
cr : p_solution( [ ])t 
c2: p_solution([( R, C)])+colour(C), region(R). 
cj: p_solution([(R,,C,), (Rz,CZ)IS])tp_adjacent(R1,RZ), 
diff_c(C,, C,), 
p-solution(C(R,, Cr >ISl), 
p_solution([( R,, C,)IS]). 
c4: p_solution( [( RI, Cl ), ( RZ, C2 )IS])tp_noadjacent(R,, R2), 
p-solution(C(R,,C,)ISl), 
p_solution([( R2, C,)lS]). 
The following specification is inductive, hence valid: 
Y= {,Y” SOlutlOn: solution(solution1) A in solution1 all pairs are different 
(no redundancy), 
Yp adjace”t A adjacent 1 A adjacent2 A adjacent(adjacent 1, adjacent2) A adjacent 1 
and adjacent2 are regions, 
Y p “oadJace”‘: noadjacent 1 # noadjacent A - adjacent(noadjacent 1, 
noadjacent2) A noadjacent 1 and noadjacent are regions, 
Yd” (‘: diff_c, #diff_c, A diff_cr and diff-c, are colours, 
Y co’0ur: colourl is a colour, 
9 regio”: region1 is a region} 
One may assume that “p-adjacent”, “ p-noadjacent” and “diff-c” are given by facts 
satisfying the corresponding specification (adjacent arguments are regions and diff_c 
arguments are colours). It remains to prove that Y is inductive in the clauses of 
“solution”. 
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In c1 and c2, the result holds trivially. 
In cg, one may prove separately that 
solution([(R,,C1)~S])~solution([(R,,C2)~S])r\C,#C2~R1#R2~ 
adjacent(R,, R2) 
and 
* solution(C(R,,Ci), (R2, C2>lSl) 
(no redundancy in [(RI, C,)lS] ~no redundancy in [(R,, C,)(S] A 
C,#C2r\adjacent(R,,R2))r\R,#R2) 
-no redundancy in [(R,,C,), (R2,CZ)IS]. 
It is obvious. 
In cq, same kind of reasoning applies. 
3.10. Wand’s incompleteness results 
Theorem 3.5, which states the completeness of the method, has been obtained 
assuming that the formulas Y”,,, always exist. We now turn to the problem whether 
such formulas exist or not. 
In [ 1 S] it is shown that Wand’s incompleteness results established for Hoare’s like 
deductive systems hold also for inductive proofs in attribute grammars; that is to say 
that the assertion language, if restricted to first-order (finite) formulas, may not be rich 
enough to express the (inductive) properties needed to achieve the proof of some 
specification. 
For this reason we did not restrict our specification languages to be first-order and 
we pointed out (Definition 2.7) the need of a language large enough such that the 
result on the completeness of the method could be stated (Theorem 3.5). 
However, one could suspect that such incompleteness results might not hold, as we 
are concerned with definite programs which are, as shown in [18], very particular 
attribute grammars. In other words, one could expect that starting from definite 
programs which are already first-order logical specifications, the inductive proof 
method could still remain complete in the framework of first-order logic. 
Unfortunately, it is not the case. In other words, the formulas Yp,n on (L, ED) do not 
always exist if one restricts the language L to be first-order. We give a formal proof of 
this result by re-coding Wand’s counterexample [53,18] in the definite program’s style. 
We show an example of definite program P and a valid specification for P defined 
on an L-structure Ml such that no first-order inductive specification defined with 
L can be found. 
Let L be the language defined as follows: 
Let p, q, r be unary predicates and f, a unary function symbol. It is assumed to be 
a predicate “ = “, which will be interpreted as the identity of the values of the domains. 
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Let Ml be the first-order L-structure such that its domain in M, with 
.f(a,)=~,-,,f(b~)=b,-~ for ~21 
p(X) true iff X =a0 
q(X) true iff X=bO 
r(X) true iff X = a, for some n of the form k(k + 1)/2. 
It is shown in [53, Theorem 21 that there is no first-order formula cp with one free 
variable X such that for d in M, (M,d)~cp iff dE{a,ln>O}. 
Let P be the following pure logic program: 
PRED = {ret> 
FUNC={f) 
CLAUS = {rec(X, Y)-rec(f(X), Y), 
rec(X, X)+equal(f(X), X), 
equal(X, X)c} 
It is easy to see that the strongest specification 9p.M for P is the following (inductive, 
but we will show that 9rec is not first-order expressible in L): 
<4prec: (reel ~(u,~n~O} A rec2=u,) v(rec1 E(b,, 1 n>O} A rec2=b0) 
9eq”a’: equal1 = equal2 
Let 0 be the valid specification such that 
0’“” =v(recl) * p(rec2) 
Ox= true for XE {equal} 
Assume there is an inductive specification Oi such that Oi G= 0. It must satisfy the 
following conditions: 
(i) 0:‘” (reel, rec2) A r(rec1) * p(rec2) 
(2) Of” (f(X), Y) * Of”” (X, Y) 
(3) f(X)=X * Or”” (X X) 
Now let cp be the foimula 
(@equal is equal1 =M equa12) 
q(x): V~@f”“(X, Y) * P(Y) 
We will show that (M,d)l=cp iff d~(a,ln20}. 
“If”: If Ofec(un, u), n>O holds then, by (2) Ofec(um, u), for all m>n. Let us choose 
m > n such that ~(a,) holds; thus, by (l), p(u) also holds. 
“Only if”: From (3), OFec(bo, b,) holds; hence, by (2), @f”(b,, b,) for n30. Now take 
@r”“(b,, 0) with u=b,; it holds, but, since p(b,) does not, (Ml, d))=cp does not hold if 
d${a, ln>O). 
By Wand’s result, cp cannot be first-order, hence @PC also cannot be. 
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Remark that in this example we used a nondeterministic coding of the deterministic 
one given in [53, IS]. 
3.11. The relative completeness of the proof method holds also with term interpretations 
The result of relative completeness has been obtained with an example whose logic 
program has an empty denotation. It corresponds to a limit case in which DEN(P), 
(here empty) and PTR,(P) are different, as illustrated in Fig. 2. If D is a term 
interpretation DEN(P)B and PTR,,(P) are the same. 
In this case, validity and computational validity coincide and every element of 
PTRn(P) is the root of a proof tree obtained with “instances” of clauses of P in D. 
Assume that [I31 satisfies the equality axioms (EQ) and that every value in D can be 
represented by a term. Then, to every instance of a clause, these corresponds an 
instance in the term interpretation, hence the corresponding D-based proof tree roots 
are also elements of DEN(P). It follows that Theorem 3.5 gives a sound and complete 
method to prove the computational validity of specifications expressed on term 
interpretations. 
By the proof above one could suspect that the incompleteness result originates in 
the possible differences between DEN(P)n and PTRn(P) due to unrestricted models 
and that the method could remain complete with first-order assertions in the case of 
term interpretations. 
One could be convinced about this noting that in the Herbrand universe every 
value is uniquely described by a term and that all values are finitely represented. In the 
above example one could have represented all values of M by constants indexed in lV; 
doing that, and with few modifications of the logic program, one is able to formulate 
the strongest inductive specification by a finite first-order formula. 
We show now that even with pure Herbrand domains the incompleteness result still 
holds. Let us consider the assertion 9’p,D in the case of a term interpretation. Every 
formula 57;. n can be expressed as a (usually infinite) disjunction of equalities: 
9Pp.n: O[w p=i 
p(+DEN(P) 
assignments in JID 
Fig. 2. 
Consider also a term interpretation in which the only predicate symbol is “=” 
which satisfies the axioms EQ. (“=” is interpreted as the term identity). The specifica- 
tion language L uses only the function symbols of the program P and the predicate 
symbol “=“. Thus, we are faced with the following problem: does there exist a finite 
first-order formula equivalent to the (usually infinite) formula 9’F~n? 
Assume there exists FP equivalent to 9:,, FP[ I] is true iff p[t] belongs to 
DEN(P). It is shown in [lS] that there exists a decision procedure for the validity in 
the Herbrand universe of any first-order formula with the only predicate symbol ” =“. 
It follows that if FP exists for all predicates p of P, then DEN(P) is recursive 
(F decidable). But it is known that any Turing machine can be encoded by a definite 
program whose denotation contains only its halting states (see [27] for such a descrip- 
tion). Hence the incompleteness results. 
The incompleteness of the method does not come from the nature of the interpreta- 
tion but, rather, is relative to the nature of the language, too limited if restricted to the 
first-order logic. 
3.12. Definitions (IF, ONLY-IF, IFF, COMP axioms). First let us recall some classi- 
cal definitions borrowed from [Z]. Given a DCP P, the following steps define the 
IF(P), ONLY-IF(P) and IFF(P). 
Stepl: remove terms: 
Transform each clause p(ti ,..., &)+a, ,..., a, of P into p(x, ,..., x,) => x1 = 
t,r\...A x,=tnAalr\... Au,. 
Step2: Introduce existential quantifiers: Let yi,. , y, be the variables of the original 
clause. Transform each formula p(xl,. ,x,) e F into p(xl,. . . , x,) <= 
3L’l,...,Jj,F. 
Step3: Group similar formulas: Let p(~i ,..., x,) + F1 ,..., p(x, ,..., x,) c= Fk be all 
formulas obtained in the previous step with a relation p on the left-hand side. 
Replace them by one formula: p (x~,...,x,,) -G= F1 v ... v F,. 
Step4: Handle “undefined” relation symbols: 
For each n-ary relation symbol 4 not appearing in a head of a clause in P add 
a formula, 4(x1 ,..., x,) e false. 
Step5: Introduce universal quantifiers: IF axioms. 
Replace each formula F by V(F). 
Step6: Add ONLY-IF axioms. 
For each formula V(a = F) obtained at step 5 add a new formula V(a *f). 
We call the intermediate form obtained after step 5 the IF definition associated with 
P, denoted IF(P), the set of formulas added at step 6 is the ONLY-IF definition 
associated with P, denoted ONLY-IF(P), and the union of both sets is the IFF 
definition, denoted IFF(P). 
The completion of a program P is the union of IFF(P) and EQ (Section 1.5). It is 
denoted COMP(P). 
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Given a set of formulas F, we will denote by F [Y] the replacement of all the 
occurrences of the atoms p(tI, . . , t,) in F by Yp[tl,. . . , t,], the formula associated 
with p in the specification Y in which every free variable pi corresponding to the ith 
argument is replaced by the term ti appearing as the ith argument of the occurrence of 
p in F. It is important to observe that the models of IF(P) are the same as the models 
of P and that IID I= P [9’] is equivalent to saying that ICY defines, with II3, taken as 
a preinterpretation for P, a model of P (i.e. LDY I= P). 
3.13. A oiew on jxpoint induction 
In [47] it is shown that the following proof rule (calledjxpoint induction) is sound. 
We restate it in the logic programming framework: 
(1) miI=IF(P)[Y’] then (2) DI=conv(P) + 9’ 
where conv(P) is the least fixpoint of the system (1) in the sense of KnasterrTarski, i.e. 
the least solution 9 of (1) (which is also, by monotonicity, the least solution of 
IFF(P)[Y] in ED). 
By the same fixpoint theorem it is known that 
(3) UI I=.4Vp,n + conv(P) 
(this point will be clarified below). Hence Theorem 3.5 (soundness) is proved again as 
(1) means that Y is inductive and from (2) and (3) .Y is valid ED + Yp,5 * Y is the 
definition of validity (Definition 2.8). 
This shows how to obtain some extensions of the proof method. The fixpoint 
induction is sound as far as the system IF(P) [Y] is monotonic in Y and easy to use if 
conv(P) may easily be characterized in terms of a valid specification. 
The first point can be achieved if one considers logic programs built with clauses in 
which the body can be any first-order formula, but in which the predicates to which 
a specification may be attached are positive. This includes bodies without negated 
predicates, or constraint logic programming in which the negations are in the 
constraints only, clearly distinguished from the other predicates. Thus, as stated in 
[47, (3.2)], if the body of the clauses involves just V, 3, A, (- in constraints only), then 
the monotonicity is preserved. 
With regard to the second point it is known that if P is a normal program (i.e. the 
bodies of the clauses may contain negated atoms) and if P is stratified in the sense of 
[44, p. 1 lo] then there exists a strongest valid specification satisfying (1) expressed in 
terms of a minimal model of the completion of P. But the system (1) is not always 
monotonic any more and (3) may not hold. 
Combining both results one may expect to be able to use the same method for 
programs more general than the definite ones. One extension could be logic programs 
without negation but any first-order formula in the body. Another has been studied in 
[23,24] for “well-founded” logic programs. 
Another, but similar, way to look at fixpoints is to consider the D-based immediate 
consequence operator Tp,D as defined in [44,2] by: 
T,,,(Z)={a~vl3c:a,ta, ,..., a, and 3vs.t. a”v~l, i>O} 
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It is known that I is a model of IF(P) (or of P) iff Tp,o(l) E I and of ONLY-IF(P) iff 
I E Tp,D(I) and of IFF(P) iff Tp.M(I) = I. Hence the fixpoint induction can be restated 
as follows: 
(1)’ T,.,(l)sZ then (2)’ lfp(P)c1 
in which lfp(P) is the least fixpoint of T P,M which contains, by the monotonicity of Tp,o, 
the set of the D-based proof tree roots, namely (PTR,(P) is just Tp,Dtw): 
(3)’ PTRD(P) E lfp(P) G I. 
This gives another formulation of the proof of Theorem 3.5 (soundness). 
3.14. Proof method extends to amalgamation of DCPs and other programming 
All the results expressed so far do not require the interpretations to satisfy the 
properties of term domains (equality axioms). This means that the proof method holds 
for something obviously more general than just usual DCPs but also for DCPs and 
functional programming (or many kinds of amalgamations). 
As an example, consider the program FIB (Fibonnacci): 
FIB: fib(O, l)+ 
fib(1, l)+ 
fib(N,R1 +R,)tN> 1, fib(N- l,R1), fib(N-2, R,). 
in which all the function symbols are interpreted on N (Section 1.4) (augmented with 
the predicate symbol > interpreted as usual) and the constants are the values of nat. 
One can show by the inductive method that the following specification is inductive 
(hence valid): 
fib 1 Enat A fib2 = fibonacci (fib 1) 
This example shows also the possibility of applying the same proof method to 
programs with built-in predicates (N > 1 in this example is interpreted as “>” in N). 
3.15. An axiomatic view, qf the proqf method 
The proof method has been formulated so far using interpretations. This is not the 
most usual approach, especially if one wants to make automatized proofs. In this case 
it is assumed that a specification is expressed in a language whose meaning is given by 
a set of axioms, i.e. a subset of L denoted Ax. 
The definitions of validity and inductive specification need to be adapted consider- 
ing that it is a kind of generalization from one interpretation to a class of interpreta- 
tions (those which satisfy the axioms Ax). These interpretations will be referred to in 
the sequel as the interpretations of the axioms Ax. It should be clear that, due to the 
inclusion of all the function symbols of the program into the language of the 
specifications, the interpretations which we will consider are also preinterpretations 
for P. It will be assumed also that there is no axiom concerning the predicates of P in 
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Ax and that the interpretations do not include the predicates of P. If Ax contains 
another axiomatization of P, most of the definitions are simplified and this will be 
discussed in Section 6. 
3.15.1. Definition (Valid specijication (axiomatic view)). A specification 9’ on L with 
axioms Ax is valid for the DCP P (or P is correct w.r.t. 9) iff (~7, idenote a sequence of 
values or terms in place of the arguments or free variables) 
(val) for all p in PRED and every model D of Ax which is a preinterpretation for P, 
if p(fi)~PTRha(P) then D)=L?‘~ 
(eval) A specification Y on L with axioms Ax is computationally valid for P iff for all 
p(t) in DEN(P): Ax (= .!Yp[Q. 
These definitions need some comments. First, it is clear that (val) implies (eval), that 
is, if a specification is valid, it is computationally valid. This follows from 
DEN(P), _c PTRn(P) for any interpretation D. The converse does not hold. Defini- 
tion 3.15.1 (eval) can be regarded as a generalization of the notion of computational 
validity to a class of models. 
3.15.2. Definition (Inductive specification (axiomatic view)). A specification Y on 
L with axioms Ax is inductive for the DCPP iff AxI=P[Y] (note that Definition 3.1 is 
D /= P[Y] with the notations of Section 3.11). 
3.15.3. Theorem (Axiomatic view of Theorem 3.5). A specijcation Y on L with 
axioms Ax is valid for P ifit is weaker than some inductive specification 9 on L, i.e. 
there exists 9’ such that 
(1) Ax + P [.Y’] (5“’ inductive) 
(2) Ax+Y’ = 9’ (for all p in PRED: Ax+ YIP * Yp) 
Proof. Given D, a model of Ax, by hypothesis (1) IID +P[Y”], then Y’ is inductive, 
hence valid (Definition 2.8), i.e. V~(U)EPTR~(P) then ID, I,Yp [V]. 0 
Unfortunately, the converse does not hold (demonstration in the appendix). 
Now it happens that the completion of a DCP is often regarded as a “specification” 
of its actual semantics which can be used to prove the validity of a specification (hence 
its computational validity). The proof method is stated as follows. 
3.15.4. Proposition (Proof method with the completion). A speciJication 9 on L with 
axioms Ax is valid for P iffor all p in PRED; 
IFF(P)uAxI=p(x) = sPp[X] 
Proof, Obvious as, for any preinterpretation D, model of Ax, PTR,(P) satisfies 
TP,aa(PTRn(P))=PTRh(P) (see [44]) and is a model of IFF(P). 0 
However, the converse does not hold (incompleteness of the method). Both 
methods (Theorem 3.15.3 and Proposition 3.15.4) are incomparable (see demonstra- 
tion in the appendix), but the inductive one is obviously more modular and thus 
more tractable. However, both can be combined as will be illustrated in the next 
section. 
3.16. Proving properties of‘ the denotation 
The inductive proof method can be used to prove properties of the least term 
models of a DCP P, DEN(P). In fact if lI3, is the term interpretation defined by 
DEN(P) then Definition 2.8 becomes (validity and computational validity coincide): 
(1) DEN(P AND, pV(p(X) * sP”[X] ) (X denotes a sequence of distinct 
variables in place of the arguments of p) which is a consequence of .4p inductive, i.e. 
(2) DEN(P)/= P[Y’]. 
This property may be used to prove the validity of formulas of the form (1) by 
“execution” because the validity of a formula F in a term model of P can be deduced 
from the following statements: 
Statement 1: If a formula F is atomic, it is valid iff it belongs to DEN(P). Hence, 
V(F) (3(F)) is semidecidable by running the goal F in which the 
universally quantified variables have been skolemized - i.e. replaced 
by new constants ~ with a complete strategy of resolution. 
Statement 2: If a formula F is an instance of an axiom of P, it is valid (this is 
decidable). 
Statement 3: Equality axioms (1.5) can be used to deduce new formulas. For 
example, DEN(P) I=p(t), t being any term and p a I-ary predicate, is 
equivalent to DEN(P) I= 3x x = t A p(x). 
Statement 4: A formula F of the form AND V(p(X)+,Yp[X]), is valid if 9’ is 
inductive in DEN(P). 
P 
Statement 5: If COMP(P)+F then DEN(P)I=F, which is obvious as DEN(P) is 
a model of COMP(P). This statement may be used when there is no 
inductive specification (see (7) below). 
3.16.1. Example (addition in the standard model of natural integers). The program P is 
the following: 
(ci ) int(zero)t 
(cz) int(s(X))cint(X). 
(c3) plus(zer0, X, X)+ 
(cd) PlU~MW, Y, Gqb-pwx, Y, a. 
One wants to prove that the following statement holds in DEN(P) (commutativity of 
plus) 
(1) int(X)r\int(Y)r,int(Z)r\plus(X, Y,Z) * plus(Y,X,Z) 
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First note that 
(2) DEN(P)J=plus(X, Y,Z) G- int(X) 
as the specification reduced to int(plus1) is inductive, i.e. 
DEN(P)I=int(zero) and DEN(P)/=int(X) * int(s(X)) trivially. 
Moreover, 
(3) DEN(P)I=plus(X, Y, Z) A int(Y) * int(Z) 
as YP’US(plusl, plus2, plus3) : int(plus2) => int(plus3) is inductive, i.e. 
DEN(P)\=int(X) + int(X) (trivially) and 
DEN(P)/=(int( Y) 3 int(Z)) * (int (Y) - int(s(Z)) 
as int(Z) * int(s(Z)) is a variant of an axiom. 
Thus, to proving the proposition (1) using (2) and (3) reduces to proving (4). 
(4) DEN(P) + plus(X, Y, Z) A int( Y) * plus( Y, X, Z) 
Let us prove that ~p’US(plus 1, plus2, plus3): int(pius2) * plus(plus2, plusl, plus3) is 
inductive, i.e. 
(5) DEN(P)I=int(X) => plus(X,zero, X) and 
DEN(P)/=(int( Y) S- plus( Y, X, Z)) + (int(Y) * plus( Y, s(X), s(Z))) 
or, better, 
(6) DEN(P)(=plus(X, Y, Z) S- plus(X, s( Y), s(Z)) after a renaming of the variables. 
The validity of (5) follows from the inductivity of Y’“‘(int 1) : plus(int 1, zero, int l), 
i.e. 
DEN(P) I= plus(zero, zero, zero) and 
DEN(P) I= plus(X, zero, X) * plus(s(X), zero, s(X)), 
both are instances of clauses. 
The validity of (6) follows from the inductivity of Yp’““(plus1,plus2,plus3): 
plus(plus 1, s(plus2), s(plus3)) with the clauses of plus: 
DEN(P plus(zero, s(X), s(X)) and 
DEN(P)I=plus(X,s(Y),s(Z)) - plus(s(X),s(Y),s(s(Z)), 
both are instances of clauses. 
It is important to remark that in DEN(P) the formula plus(X, zero, X) is not valid 
(as it does not belong to DEN(P)), but only (5) is valid with any kind of term base. 
Note also the validity of 
(plus(X, Y,Z)r\ Y=zero) * X=Z 
as ,VUs(plu~l, plus2, plus3):plus2=zero - plus1 =plus3 is inductive. 
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Here is another example. 
3.16.2. Example (list permutation). P is the following: 
(ci) perm(C 1, C IF- 
(cz) perm(CAILl,CBIMl)cperm(N,M), extract(C4Ll,B,W 
(c3) extract( [A IL], A, L)+ 
(c4) extract([A 1 L], B, [A I M])+extract(L, B, M) 
(~5) WC I)- 
(c6) list([A I L])+list(L). 
Let us show that in DEN(P) all the arguments of “perm” are lists. 
DEN(P) + V [(perm(X, Y) * (list(X) A list( Y))] A 
V[(extract(X, Y, Z) A (list(Z) * list(X))] 
as the specification: 
19 perm: list(perml)~list(perm2) 
C~Pex’Tac’: list(extract3) =r list(extract I)} 
is inductive (this has been proved in Example 3.8 with O_ as model, we prove it with 
DEN(P) as model using a rather automatic method): 
inc,: DEN(P) I= list([ ])Alist([ 1) 
inc,: DEN(P) I= (list(N) + list([AIL]))~ list(N)r\list(M) 
=list([AIL]))r\list([BIM]) 
obvious 
in+: DEN(P) j= list(L) =S list([AIL]) 
inc,: DEN(P) I= (list(M) + list(L)) * (list([AIM]) * list([AIL])) 
This can be proved using the valid property: 
(7) DEN(P)+list([AIM]) * list(M) 
but the specification VA, M (list 1 = [A I M] a list(M)) is not inductive. 
It is a consequence of the strongest specification 9’liSt, which is 
+,A, ,..., A, listl=[A, ,..., A,]. 
This example shows some limitations of the partially automatized method using 
statements l-4: such statements can be used to prove the validity of a formula as long 
as subformulas can be expressed in the form of an inductive specification. 
The utility of such a proof method depends on the relationship between the 
domains of interest and DEN(P). It is necessary that the domains of interest are 
described by a term algebra isomorphic to the Herbrand base used to describe 
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Fig. 3. Results with any interpretation. Fig. 4. Results with term interpretations 
DEN(P). Then, if the term interpretation of the predicates of P is exactly DEN(P), 
properties valid in DEN(P) correspond to properties valid in the considered inter- 
pretation. This is related to the idea of correctness and completeness of the program 
P w.r.t. some specification defined on some term interpretation. 
In particular, the proof of the formula (1) shows that the predicate “plus” is 
commutative in N, the standard model of the natural integers (it is not true in 
[E (Section 1.4)). It has been assumed that all the integers are represented in the 
denotation of the program. For example, the same proof of validity of the formula (1) 
int(X) A int( Y) A int(Z) A plus(X, Y, Z) * plus(X, Y, Z), could have have been per- 
formed successfully on the following (obviously incomplete) program! 
(ci) int(zero)t 
(cj) plus(zer0, X,X)+- 
3.1 7. Conclusions on the inductive proof method 
Let us summarize the results obtained in this section (Fig. 335). We recall the 
definitions with the unique interpretation view (Sections 3.1-3.14): 
(vall): V~(X)EPTR~(P), D 1=9”[X] (Definition 2.8) 
(va12): V~(%)EDEN(P), D 1=9’“[X] (computational validity) 
(proofl): 39” such that D(=P[Y’] and DI=Y’ + Y 
Results are summarized in Fig. 3. (arrow denotes an implication). 
If KD is a term model, both validity definitions become equivalent, leading to Fig. 4. 
The equivalence is conditioned by the existence of a formula specifying PTRn(P), 
denoted 9’p,o. 
With the axiomatic view (Sections 3.15 and 3.16): 
(vail’): for all D s.t. D I=Ax, tlp(x)~PTRn(P), D/=9p[X] 
(va12’): for all p(t) in DEN(P), AxI=YP[t] 
(proofl’): 3Y’such that Ax/=P[,Y’] and AxI=9” G-= Y
(proof2): AxuCOMP(P) j= *FD p(X) * Y”[X] 
Results are summarized in Fig. 5. Some more justifications are given in the appendix. 
4. Proof method with annotations 
The practical usability of the proof method of Theorem 3.5 suffers from its theoret- 
ical simplicity: the inductive specifications Y’ to be found to prove the validity of 
some given specification Y will need complex formulas 9’lp since we associate only 
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Fig. 5. Results with the axiomatic view. 
one for each p in PRED. It is also shown in [ 1 S] that 9” may be exponential in the size 
of the DCP (to show this result one can use the DCPs transformation into attribute 
grammars as in [27]). The proof method with annotations is introduced in order to 
reduce the complexity of the proofs: the manipulated formulas are shorter, but the 
user has to provide the organization of the proof, i.e., how the annotations are 
deducible from the others. These indications are local to the clauses and described by 
the so-called logical dependency scheme. It remains to verify the consistency of the 
proof, i.e., that a conclusion is never used to prove itself. Fortunately, this last 
property is decidable and can be verified automatically, using the Knuth algorithm 
[54] or its improvements [25]. 
4.1. Definition (annotations ofa DCP). Given a DCP P, an annotation is a mapping 
A assigning to every p in PRED a finite set of formulas or assertions A(p) built as in 
Definition 2.7. It will be assumed that assertions are defined on (L, D). 
The set A(p) is partitioned into two subsets IA(p) (the set of the inherited assertions 
of p) and SA(p) (the set of the synthesized assertions of p). 
The specification YJ associated with A is the family of formulas 
{9,“: ANI[3I IA(p) + ANII3, YA(P)),,,~~~~ 
4.2. Definition (validity of an annotation A ,for a DCP P, computational validity). An 
annotation A is valid for a DCP P iff, for all p in PRED in every D-based proof tree 
T of root p(vl,..., v,): if II311=AND IA(p) [v~,...,v,,] (n=p(p)) then every label 
q(~~,...,u,) (m=p(q)) in the proof tree Tsatisfies: Dl=ANiD, A(q) [u~,...,u,]. 
In other words, an annotation is valid for P if in every D-based proof tree whose 
root satisfies the inherited assertions, all the assertions are valid at every node in the 
proof tree, hence the synthesized assertions of the root also. 
Similarly, one may define a notion of computational validity of an annotation for 
a program P by restricting the hypotheses to the elements of DEN(P): 
An annotation A is computational/y valid for a DCP P iff for all proof trees t in 
PT(P) of root p(tr,..., fn) and all assignments v of the variables of t in D if 
([I3r,v)~A~NIA(p)[t,,...,t,]theneverylabelq(u,,...,u,)intsatisfies(~,v)~AND 
~(q)c~1,...,hnl. 
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Note that due to the quantification in the assignments, both definitions do not 
coincide in the case where D is U. Nevertheless, they coincide for term domains if the 
annotation is purely synthesized (Definition 4.7) or if the term domain is ground (the 
assignments are empty). However, by Proposition 4.3, the first definition is stronger 
than the second one. As noted in the presentation of the inductive proof method 
(Definition 2.8) only the second definition is of practical interest, but the completeness 
of the method is achieved with the first definition only. 
4.3. Proposition (relationships, validity of Y4). If an annotation A for the DCP P is 
valid for P, then it is computationally valid for P, but the converse does not hold. 
If an annotation A for the DCP P is valid for P, then Y4 is valid for P. 
If an annotation A for the DCP P is computationally valid for P, then 9, is 
computationally valid for P. 
Proof. It follows from the definition of Y1,, the definitions of validity of an annotation 
(Definition 4.2) and of a specification (Definition 2.8). 0 
Note that YA can be valid but not inductive (see Example 4.14, second part). 
We shall give sufficient conditions ensuring the validity of an annotation and 
reformulate the proof method with annotations. This formulation is slightly different 
from that given in [18]. The introduction of the proof tree grammar is a way of 
providing a syntactic formulation of the organization of the proof. 
4.4. Definition (proof tree grammar (G,)). Given a DCP P= (PRED, FUNC, 
CLAUS), we denote by GP the proof tree grammar of P, the abstract context-free 
grammar (PRED, RULE) such that RULE is in bijection with CLAUS and r of 
RULE has profile (p1p2 . . . pm, pO) iff the corresponding clause in CLAUS is 
c:prJ(...)tpl(...) )...) pm(...). 
Clearly, a (syntax) tree in GP can be associated with every proof tree of P. But not 
every tree in G, corresponds to a proof tree of P. 
4.5. Definition (logical dependency scheme for A (LDS,)). Given a DCP P and an 
annotation A for P, a logical dependency scheme for A is LDS, = (G,, A, D) where 
Gp= (PRED, RULE) is the proof tree grammar of P and D a family of binary 
relations defined as follows. 
We denote, for every rule r in RULE of profile ( plpz . . . pm, po), W,,,,(r) (resp. 
Wconc(r)) the sets of the hypothetical (resp. conclusive) assertions which a& - 
ww(r)={(Pk I k=O, CPE~A(PO) or k>O, cp~SA(p,)) 
Wconc(r)={vk I k=O, CPESA(PO) or k>O, cp~IA(pd) - 
where (Pi is cp in which the free variables free (cp) = { pl,. . . , pn} have been renamed as 
free(cp,)={Pkl,...,Pkn}. - 
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The renaming of the free variables is necessary in order to take into account the 
different instances of the same predicate (if pi = pj = pr in a clause for some different 
i and j) and thus different instances of the same formula associated with pr. 
D={D(~)},ERULE, D(r) s &Jr) x Wconc(r). - 
From now on we will use the same name for the relations D(r) and their graph. For 
a complete formal treatment of the distinction see, for example, [IS]. We denote by hyp 
(cp) the set of all formulas + such that (II/, cp)~D(r) and byE(cp)=p(t,, . . , t,) the atom 
to which the formula is associated by A in the clause c corresponding to the rule Y. 
4.6. Example (annotation jbr Example 2.2 and specijication ,40, (Example 2.9)) 
A (plus) = IA(plus)uSA(plus) 
IA(plus) = { cp: ground(plus3)) 
SA(plus) ={$: g round(plusl), 6: ground(plus2)j 
~pj;iUS = CJJ;ius 
G PIUS : PRED = {plus) 
RULE= (Ii E( E, plus), rZE(plus, plus)} (see Fig. 6) 
D : D(rl)=(cpO+&) 
D(r2)=IvO-v1, Idl~+ti~,d~ 4,,$ (see the scheme below) 
Wh,,(r,) ={%J, Wconc(ri)={tiO1 601 
Wh,,(r,) =((Po, J/1,61), w&r2)=C9i9 $0, &$ 
No% that in rz, for example, 
cpo = ground(plus03) 
(pi =ground(plus13) . . 
r2 : 
c EL- 
i p’us i i 
9 plus w 6 
Fig. 6. 
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In order to simplify the presentation of D, we will use schemes as in [lS] representing 
the rules in RULE and the LDS of A. Elements of WC,,, will be underlined. Inherited 
(synthesized) assertions are written on the left- (right-) hand side of the predicate 
name. Indices are implicit: 0 for the root, 1 . . to n following the left-to-right order for 
the sons. 
4.1. Definition (purely synthesized LDS, well-formed LDS). A LDS for A is purely 
synthesized iff IA = 0, i.e. there is no inherited assertion. 
A LDS for A for P is well formed iff in every tree t of GP the relation of the induced 
dependencies D(t) is a partial order (i.e. there is no cycle in its graph). 
To understand the idea of well-formedness of the LDS, it is sufficient to understand 
that the relations D(r) describe dependencies between instances of formulas inside the 
rules r. Every tree t of GP is built with instances of rules r in RULE, in which the local 
dependency relation D(r) defines dependencies between instances of the formulas 
attached to the instances of the nonterminals in the rule r. Thus, the dependencies in 
the whole tree t define a new dependency relation D(t) between instances of formulas 
in the tree. A complete treatment of this question can be found in [ 181. We recall here 
only some important results (see [25] for a survey on this question). 
4.8. Proposition (known properties of the LDSs). 
~ The well-formedness property of an LDS is decidable. 
- The well-formedness test is intrinsically exponential. 
- Some nontrivial subclasses of LDS can be decided in polynomial time. 
- A purely synthesized LDS is (trivially) well formed. 
4.9. Definition (Soundness of a LDS for A). A LDS for A (Gr, A, D) is sound iff for 
every r in RULE and every cp in W_(r) with assoc(cp)=q(u,, . . . , u,) the following 
holds: 
Dl=AND{$[t 1,...,tJIIC/Ehyp(cp)and 
assoc($)=p(t 1, . . . ,tn)S’(PCul, . . . ,%nl 
(Note that the variables qi(pi) in a formula cp ($) are replaced by the corresponding 
terms Ui (ti)). 
4.10. Example. The LDS given in Example 4.6 is sound. In fact it is easy to verify that 
the following holds in T: 
in rI: ground(X)*ground(X) 
ground(zero) 
in rz: ground(X)=ground(s(X)) 
ground( Y)*ground( Y) 
ground(s(Z))*ground(Z) 
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(cp inherited) 
context rule 
root subtree rule 
Fig. 7. Minimal elements in D(t) 
4.11. Theorem (validity of an annotation). Given an annotation A for a DCP P, A is 
valid for P if there exists a sound and well-formed LDS, for A for P. - 
Proof. We follow the sketch given in [I91 showing that all the instances of the 
formulas cp inside the proof tree are valid. Given a proof tree t, the relation D(t) is 
a partial order on the instances of the assertions associated with the nodes oft. The 
proof is done by induction on this order. The minimal elements of D(t) are twofold: 
inherited formulas of the root (in IA) or formulas cp associated with a node n with no 
antecedent following the local dependency scheme corresponding to the context rule 
c1 if cp is inherited or the root subtree c2 if cp is synthesized (see Fig. 7). By hypothesis 
(sound A), these latter formulas q belong to W_(c)-c being the rule- with 
assoc(q)=q(ul, . . . ,u,) and ED+cp[ul, . . . ,u,]. 
By the definition of validity, one assumes that the instances of the formulas at the 
root of t are also valid by ED. 
Now consider any instance of a formula q in D(t) which is not minimal. Taking the 
formulas which depend on q, they correspond to an instance of a local dependency 
scheme which is from the context rule c1 if cp is inherited or in the root subtree rule c2 if 
rp is synthesized (see Fig. 7). By the soundness hypothesis of LDSd, the formula 
cp Ct1, . . . , t,] is valid in D, because a proof tree is built with clause instances and all the 
formulas Ic/ it depends on belong to the same rule. 0 
4.12. Theorem (soundness and completeness of the annotation method for proving 
the validity of specifications) (we use the notations of Definition 3.3 and Theorem 3.5). 
A specification 9 on (L, D) is valid iff it is weaker than the specijcation Y4 of an 
annotation A with a sound and well-formed LDS, i.e. 
(1) there exists a sound and well-formed LDS,. 
(2) iD, I= YA=Z=Y. 
Proof. Soundness follows from Theorem 4.11. Completeness follows from the fact 
that Yp, D is a purely synthesized (thus, well-formed) sound annotation. 
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4.13. Theorem (soundness and completeness of the annotation method). An annota- 
tion A is valid for P iff there exists an extended annotation A’ (i.e. A’ includes all the 
formulas of A) such that 
(1) there exists a sound and wellTformed LDSd, for A' for P; 
(2) the conjunction offormulas in IA (SA) is stronger (weaker) than the conjunction 
offormulas in IA’ (SA’); or, in short; D/=IA*IA’ and lEI= SA’aSA. 
Proof. Soundness follows from Theorem 4.11 and Definition 4.2. (for completeness 
consider A’ formed with all the assertions of A plus the synthesized assertion corres- 
ponding to the strongest specification Yp, D. By hypothesis, in all the D-based proof 
trees in PTn(P) of root p(vr, . . ,u,) if IA(p) [vl, . . . ,u,] holds then IA(q) [u,, . . . ,u,] 
and SA(q)[u,, . . . , u,] hold everywhere inside the proof tree. However, by definition 
of Yp, n there is also D )= Yp, n [vr , . . . , v,J iff p[vr , . . , v,] is a proof tree root in 
PTR,( P). Thus, let us consider the clause corresponding to the rule used at the root of 
the proof tree. All the proof trees in PTn(P) which use this rule at the root are 
obtained by D-based instances of clauses which satisfy: (let us denote the clause 
Po(t,)+P,(tl)3 . ..>P.(t,)). 
D /= 
( 
IA(~czdCtolAN~ ‘~:,dtil 
1 
=>SA(~o)Ctol 
l<i4n 
and for all i, 1 <i<n: 
D )= 
( 
IA(Po)CGIAND yF,DCtil *IA(Pi)CGl 
l<iQn 1 
By definition of Yp,n the following holds also (inductive assertion): 
ED I= AN[I3r 9p%,D[+-9&[Q 
l<iQn 
The corresponding LDSd 1 is sound, by definition. Furthermore, it is noncircular. In 
fact, the assertions Yp, n are proved in a purely synthesized manner, then the asser- 
tions “IA ( p)” can be proved and finally the assertions “SA (p)“. There is no possibility 
of cycle as the assertions can be totally ordered (see remark in Section 5.6). To achieve 
the proof it is sufficient to observe that IA=IA’ and SA’=SAU~‘~,~. 0 
We complete this presentation by giving some examples. 
4.14. Example (Example 4.10 continued). The LDS is sound and well formed, thus 
9 $j’“’ = Y 5’“’ is a valid specification. 
4.15. Example (a valid speciJcation which is not inductive). This example is borrowed 
from [55] and presented here in a logic programming style: it computes multiples of 4. 
cl: fourmultiple (K)tp(zero, H, H, K). 
c2: p(F, F, H, H)+ 
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c3: p(F, SC, H, sK)+p(sF, G, sH, K) 
Y’fourm”“ip’e: 3 N, N 3 0 A Fourmultiplel = 4 * N 
L, ID = [D, I as in Example 2.9 enriched with *, 30, etc. 
The following annotation A is considered in [xx]: 
IA (four-multiple) = 8, SA(fourmultiple) = { ~fo”rm”ltip’e} = {S} 
LA(p)=IB), SA(P)={%Yj 
a: IN, N>Or\p,=p,+2*N 
B:P3=P2+2*PI 
‘u’:P4=2*P*+PI 
The assertions can easily be understood if we observe that such a program describes 
the construction of a “path” of length 4 * N and that pl, pz, p3 and p4 are lengths at 
different steps of the path as shown in Fig. 8. The LDS for A is shown in Fig. 9. The 
LDS is sound and well formed. For example, it is easy to verify that the following fact 
holds in ft~r: 
in cl: 
(a1 A yl=s-~PfO”rm”“ip’e), i.e., 1 N, N 3 OAH=zero+2*Nr\K=2*H+zero 
+3N, N>,Or\K=4*N 
( /I1 ), i.e., H = H + 2 * zero 
in c2: 
(/&=y~~), i.e., H=F+2*F*H=2*F+F 
(Q), i.e., 3N, N>OAF=F+~*N (with N=O) 
etc. 
Note that as Sp, is inductive, this kind of proof modularization can be viewed as a way 
of simplifying the presentation of the proof of YA. 
P’ 
1 
P’ p2(=p1+2*N) p3 (=p2+ 2*pl) p4(= 2*p2+pl) 
N II t a P r Y ., _ 
Fig. 8 
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cl fourmul tiple @ 
L o-o- 
A 
e P a Y 
Fig. 9. 
Now we consider on the same program a noninductive valid specijication (f defined 
on L2, ID2 (Definition 2.9): 
5 f”“rm”‘tip’e: ground(fourmultiple1) 
P’: Cground(p,) A ground(p,)l~Cground(p,) A groundtpdl 
The specification is clearly valid but not inductive since the following does not hold 
with III2 (term algebra) in cl: 
i.e. 
D, )# [(ground(zero) A ground(H)) 
*(ground(H) A ground(K))]=ground(K) 
But it is easy to show that the following LDS (Fig. 10) is sound and well formed: 
Id (fourmultiple) = 8, Sd (fourmultiple) = { 5 fourmultiple) 
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c2 
Fig. 10. 
CC ground(p,) 
P: groundh) 
7: ground( p3) 
6: ground ( pa) 
Dotted lines imply that the LDS is well formed (without circularities). The proofs are 
trivial. 
Note that the corresponding inductive specification is (a=~b) A (y=d). It is shown in 
[lS] how the inductive specification can be inferred from LDSd. 
Note that this kind of proof of correctness corresponds to some kind of mode 
verification. It can be automatized for a class of programs identified in [26] and 
experimentally studied in [32] (the class of simple logic programs). As shown in [26], 
this leads to an algorithm of automatic (ground) modes computation for simple logic 
programs which can compute (ground) modes which are not inductive. 
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4.16. Power of the method of annotations 
It has been shown in [lS] that the annotation method does not permit one to prove 
more valid specifications than the inductive method does; hence it has the same 
theoretical power. This is achieved by showing that with a valid annotation with 
inherited and synthesized assertions it is possible to associate a purely synthesized one 
(hence inductive) built with the annotation. Furthermore, it is shown that this 
inductive specification may have an exponential size (with regards to the size of the 
annotation). This shows that on the one hand the practical complexity of the proof 
may be improved by using annotations, and on the other, from a practical point of 
view, it could be much more convenient to use many directional assertions rather than 
one inductive assertion only. 
In fact, even for relatively simple specification like: 9’r=>YZ, it is quite natural to 
consider one inherited (Y1) and one synthesized (9,). For example, assuming some 
recursive axiom at nodes 0 and 1, in proving a formula like (Yi (l)dYZ( l))+(.!Yi (O)=> 
Y2(0)), which may be troublesome to handle, one just has to prove two formulas like 
9’i (O)*Yr (1) and Y;( l)*YZ(0), for example. Furthermore, the use of inductive asser- 
tion becomes totally unnatural if properties which depend on particular upper context 
inside the tree are considered. The example of Section 5 uses such kind of property. 
4.17. An axiomatic view of the annotation method 
As in Section 3.15, we adapt the definitions as follows. 
4.17.1. Definition (valid annotation (axiomatic view)). An annotation d is valid for a DCP 
P iff for all p in PRED and every model D of the axioms Ax in every D-based proof 
tree t of root p(V), if D (= Id(p) [V] then every label q(ti) in t satisfies ID, l= A(q) [U]. 
More interesting from a practical point of view is the notion of computational 
validity. 
An annotation d is computationally valid for a DCP P (axiomatic view) ifI’ for all 
proof trees t of PT( P) of root p [ F] the following holds (shortened notation): 
Ax+Id(p)[F]+ AND A (4) Cd 
forall labelsq(rY)int 
Clearly, if an annotation is valid then it is computationally valid. 
The notion of sound LDS is adapted straightforwardly, as expressed in the following 
theorem (new version of Theorem 4.11). 
4.17.2. Theorem (soundness of the annotation method) (axiomatic view). An unnofu- 
tion A is valid for a DCP P if there exists a LDSd well formed such that for every r in 
RULE and every rp in W,,(r) with assoc(cp)=q(u,, . . . , u,): 
Ax+AND{ Y(t,, . . ..t. )I Yshyp(cp) and assoc(Y)=p(t,,...,t,)} 
=V[IUI, . . ..%I1 
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The proof of Theorem 4.11 with Ax in state of II31 is exactly the same. However, as the 
completeness of the method (Theorem 3.15.3) does not hold any more with the 
axiomatic view for purely synthesized LDS, the annotation method is not complete 
either, even if Ax is a complete axiom system. 
Theorems 4.12 and 4.13 can easily be adapted to the axiomatic view but their “only 
if” part (completeness) does not hold any more as there is no guarantee of finding 
a unique set of formulas Y,,n (see the appendix for more details). 
5. Illustration of the proof method by annotations 
One may think that the proof method by annotation is of limited interest since it 
has the same power as the fixpoint method in the case of root specifications and the 
exponential complexity of the inductive assertions rarely occurs. In fact, it is difficult 
to be convinced of the good value of the method if we base ourselves only on small 
examples. In turn, if we consider larger and more realistic examples, its superiority 
appears very naturally. We illustrate this claim by giving an example of a piece of 
a compiler for a toy language. 
This example illustrates also the versatility of logic programming by the way the 
symbol table is handled in order to maintain partially known references. The example 
is developed step by step after we have given some informal description of the data 
structures used (specifications and their interpretation). First, we introduce a specifica- 
tion of the compiler by the definition of the source and object languages, and the 
mapping defining the translation. Second, we give the data structures and the basic 
elements needed to understand the annotations which will be used. Then we develop 
step by step the program by adding new arguments and new annotations in the 
following order: analysed sentence, symbol table, addresses and generated code. Using 
the annotation proof method, the compiler will be formally (even if some part of the 
interpretation is not completely described) proved to be partially correct. The com- 
plete program (see P6, Section 5.6) corresponds to the logic program resulting by the 
transformation described in Section 5.1 from a definite clause grammar. Hence the 
program is structured by the initial context-free grammar and, additionally, there are 
auxiliary predicates used to describe manipulations of the symbol table. The proof of 
partial correctness of this additional program will not be given here as its specification 
is inductive and it is not difficult to do it. However, the whole proof assumes that the 
free variables have a defined type. Moreover, for some of them some properties are 
assumed. For example, it will be assumed that the items of a symbol table are without 
repetition. Such properties have to be proved on the global program. This will be done 
separately (Section 5.7). 
The language is defined by the following context-free grammar: 
G: 
prog + li 
li + lili 
li stands for “list of instructions” 
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li + lit-is 
lins -+ lab : ins 
lins --f ins 
ins + ins 
lins stands for “(labeled) instruction” 
lab stands for “label” 
ins + ifexpr thengoto lab conditional jump -- 
Underlined symbols and “:” are terminal; laJ, ins and expr are supposed to be generic; - - 
they are not described explicitly, in order to keep this example simple. The language 
generated by G is denoted L(G). Note that the grammar is ambiguous. 
Here is a possible program: 
ProgO: a : ins if expr thengoto d if expr thengoto a d : ins --- -- - 
The purpose of the compiler is to produce the object code consisting of a list of pairs 
or triples of the form 
[number, ins] or [number, expr, number] - 
in the same order imposed by the sequentializing operator “; ” in the source language 
and such that “number” is an instruction address in the generated code and that all 
the addresses 1,2,3, . . . corresponding to the first “number” follow a consecutive order 
starting from 1). 
We will not give a more formal definition as it seems clear enough that to any 
source program generated by G, say P, there corresponds a unique list of object 
instructions denoted trans(P), assuming that all the references are solved. For 
example, 
trans(ProgO)= [ [l, ins], [2, expr, 41, [3, expr, 11, [4, ins]] - - 
The annotations we will use in the proofs are defined on the interpretation IL (Section 
1.4) enriched with some sorts and functions. We give here some of them: 
transE(lists, lists) has domain L(G) (lists representing the source programs). Its 
result is a list which is the generated code. 
1-tableE( lists, lists) its results is a list representing a label table. A source program 
contains labels which can be stored in the label table without repetition associated 
with the address of the instruction where they are defined. It will be assumed that 
a label is uniquely defined. For example, to the source program 
a : ins if expr thengoto d if expr thengoto a --- -- 
corresponds the label table 
CCa, 11, Cd, XII 
as this program contains two labels in which only one is defined. However, the 
program 
a:ins a: ins - - 
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will not have any translation as it is assumed in tram that different instructions have 
different address (error handling is not considered here). 
The “updating” of the label tables will be defined by a logic program for which we 
just give the corresponding inductive assertion assuming that it is well typed. These 
assertions can be understood easily if one assumes that a label table is a list of items of 
the form [label, integer] in which the integer represents the address of the instruction 
in the source program in which it is defined (it may be a variable also). 
The label table will be updated by the relation test-or-incl, which adds the item to 
the table if it is not already in the table. It is defined here: 
test-or-incl( T, I, T)tis-already-in( T, I ). 
test-or-incl( T, I, [Zl T])tis-not-already-in( T, I). 
is-already-in( [Z I T], I)+ 
is-already-in( [Z, 1 T], I, }+is-already-in( T, Z2). 
is-not-already-in( [ 1, Z)+ 
is-not-already-in( [I1 1 T], Z,)cdiffI(Z1, Z2), is-not-already-in( T, I,). 
It is not difficult to prove its correctness w.r.t. the following specification (which is 
inductive but not the strongest one): 
(9 
test-or-incl, cyis-already-in, yiis-ml-already-in, ydiffl, ydiff, ,is} 
,4p’“(isi, isz): is, =N is2 (this specification will be used later). 
Ydiff (diff 1, diff2): diff 1 # Tdiff2 
Pdiffl (diffI1, diff12): car(diffIl)# =car(diffI2) 
Yiis-already-in (iai 1, iai2): 31, ZEiai 1 A Z = item iai2 
(iail interpreted as a list of items of a label table) 
y iis-not-already-in (mail, inai2): not (31, ZEinail r\car(Z)=Tcar(inai2)) 
Y tes’-or-i”ci (toil, toi2, toi3): VZ, ZEtoi3o(ZEtoil V Z =item toi2)) 
A noduplic (toil)=>noduplic (toi3) 
Some remarks have to be made on these specifications. First, “diff” is not specified. 
One may assume here, even if it is not realistic, that it is given by a set of facts diff (a, b) 
in which a and b are any possible different labels appearing in a source program. “is” 
will not be defined either. It is assumed to be an addition table of the form: a is b + c 
where a, b and c are natural integers. Second, the specifications are expressed in 
a many-sorted language. As the program contains not explicitly typed variables, it is 
necessary to complete the proof of correctness by showing that the program is well 
typed. For example, one will assume that test-or-incl satisfies also the specification: “if 
toil is a table and toi a label then toi is a table”. This will guarantee in particular 
that when the specification diff 1 # T diff2 is assumed, diff 1 and diff2 are labels, or that 
Z = item iai2 in ~/is-already-in holds on items, i.e. pairs of “label” and “number” which are 
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tested respectively equal. This verification of well-typedness is given in the Section 5.7 
for the whole program P6 (Section 5.6) with an annotation. 
Now we start the proof with an annotation concerning the syntax-directed 
compiler. 
5.1. Pl:Syntactic analysis 
The syntactic aspects of the translation consist in applying a well-known trans- 
formation to the grammar G to get a nondeterministic descendent analyser written 
with definite clauses [56]. We recall here the transformation, but based on difference- 
lists, and prove its partial correctness using the interpretation II (Section 1.4) enriched 
with some more functions. 
Transformation 
If the rule has the form 
x+tI,t,, . . . . tin, n30, 
where the tis denote terminal symbols, then generate the clause 
(1) x(CtI,...,LI~I-~)+ 
One assumes that the source program is represented by a difference-list in which each 
element represents a token of the program (i.e. a terminal in the grammar of the source 
program). If the rule has the form 
xo+w()x1wi . . . XkWk... x,w,, 
where the xi’s denote nonterminal and the wi’s sequence of terminal symbols, then 
generate the clause 
where [wL 1 Lk], 0 <k 6 n stands for [t,, , t,) Lk] if wk = tl . . . t, and Lk only if wk is 
empty. 
Partial correctness 
With every nonterminal symbol x of G we associate the following specification that 
we state informally: 
9; =x1 is a difference-list which represents a terminal string derived from x. 
This can be stated formally using the usual transitive closure of the string derivation 
relation: 
9’; =xfrepr(xl) (xl denotes the first argument of x). 
It is easy to show that 9i = {Y; 1 for all nonterminals x of G} is inductive on L, hence 
valid. 
- It is obvious for (1). 
- Figure 11 illustrates the proof for (2). 
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Fig. 11. Proof of transformation rule 2 
The extra variables L,,, L, , . . . , L, are used to define the unknown strings a,, . . . , a, 
and if, by hypothesis Xi~tai then the conclusion xO~wOal w1 . akwk . . . a,w, holds. 
The completeness is not proved here. It results, in particular, from the fact that there 
are as many clauses than there are rules in the grammar G. 
Applying this transformation to the grammar G leads to the following program 
(after simplifications which preserve obviously the partial correctness and the 
completeness): 
Pl 
prog(L)cli(L). 
li(Lo-Lz)cli(Lo-L1), li(Li-L2). 
li(L)tlins(L). 
lins([laJ, :I Lo]-LI)+ins(Lo-L,). 
lins(L)tins(L). 
ins([inslL]-L)t 
ins( [if,expr, thengoto, lab 1 L] -L)+ 
From now on, we will introduce new arguments one after another such that the 
annotations may be introduced progressively. The first refinement consists in a new 
argument which will be removed at the end. It is needed to make a completely formal 
proof. 
5.2. P2: Adding the beginning of a sentence 
In order to deal with labels and to build a label table (to store and update backward 
and forward references) we want to be able to state something like: “all the defined 
labels of some part of the source program are in the table”. Thus, we introduce an 
argument whose purpose is to capture what has been already analysed “before” 
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a nonterminal x following the left to right order of the terminal sentences derived from 
the grammar axiom “prog”. It is the purpose of the new first argument added to all the 
predicates. 
P2 
prog(M-L)tli(M-M, M-L). 
li(M-L,,, Lo-L2)+li(M-Lo, Lo-L,), li(M-Li, Li-L2). 
li(M -L)tlins(M, L). 
lins(M-N, [laJ, :IL,]-L,)+ins(M-L,,L,-L,). 
lins(M, L)+ins(M, L). 
ins(M, [insILl-L)+ - 
ins(M, [if, expr, thengoto, lab\ L] -L)+ -- - 
In doing the proof for this particular program, we will define this new argument on the 
general transformed programs. Thus we again state the transformation, but with 
a new argument which represents the sentence derived from the grammatical axiom 
“before” the current nonterminal. We first add a nonterminal “axiom” to G and 
a unique rule 0 as follows: 
(0) axiom(M -L)+x(M - M, M-L) (for some x) 
(1) x(M, Ct~,...>tnILl--Lib- 
(2) xo(M-J’J, Cwolb,-L,)+~I(M--G,, -L,-C~IILI), . . . , 
XL(M--G-I> L1 -Cw~lLlk . . . , 
~,(M-L,-~,L,-~-CW,IL~I) 
The first argument plays the role of the “beginning” of the sentences derived from 
“axiom”. Thus, we want to prove something like “in every proof tree of root “axiom”, 
at every node x different from “axiom”, axiom&repr(xl) repr(x2) !x holds” (xl is the 
first argument of x and x2 the second ~ remember that xl is the terminal string derived 
from x--, c( some tail of the derived string). 
By the previous results concerning the inductive assertion 9’; =x f repr(x2) holds. 
Thus, it is sufficient to consider an inherited assertion associated with the nonterminal 
symbols different from “axiom”: 
.Y X, ‘: 3c( axiomsrepr(xl)xa and 
3M,N,Lxl=M-N and x2=N-L 
We prove it by following the logical dependency scheme given in Fig. 14 (note that 
CL may be any sequence of terminals and nonterminals). 
Axiom rule (Fig. 12): 
Yf follows from Y;: 
x~repr(M-L)~axiom?*repr(M-L)~axiom~repr(M-M)repr(M-L)cc 
9; cyalxiom repr(M - M) is the empty sentence 
(E is empty). 
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Fig. 13. 
Fig. 14. Proof schemes for X, 
Second part of the assertion is obvious. 
Terminal rule (Fig. 13): 
Nothing to prove, as Y,(O) is inherited. 
General rule (2) (Fig. 14): 
For the proof we extend the scheme given for the proof of 9’r in (transformation 2) 
with M and xl (0) the first argument of the root-it has the form A4 - L by hypothesis 
(see Fig. 15). By hypothesis also: 
axiom f repr(M- [w, IL,]) repr( [wO 1 Lo] -L,) 
By hypothesis xl (0) i.e. M - [wO 1 L,] by the second part of the assertion, corresponds 
to a derivation of the form 
axiom f xl (0) x s(. 
P. Deransart 
Fig. 15. 
[I --y-i 1
1 -1 
Fig. 16. 
AS 
+ 
xO-+‘wOx~w~ . ..xkwk...x.w, 
byhypothesis,axiomfx1(0)woa,w,...akwk...a,w,ccandthe~~k’s1dkdn,holdas 
M - Lk- 1 corresponds to the derived sentence from “axiom”, preceding xk. Note that 
the forms M-N for X1 and N-L for X, are preserved. 
Note that in fact only assertions YI(j), j< k are needed to prove Y,(k). 
Program P2 has been simplified as Pl (variables replace identical difference-lists) in 
a trivial way. The adaptation of the logical dependency schemes to the case of P2 is 
straightforward. For example, in the third rule, we get the situation depicted in Fig. 16. 
5.3. P3: Adding the length of the source program 
As we know, there will be as many instructions in the generated code as there are 
instructions in the source program. Thus, the address of some instruction can be 
defined by the length of the derived sentence “before” the instruction (+ I), i.e. the 
address of the first instruction corresponding to the code generated for a nonterminal 
x is length(X,)+ 1. One could use directly this information inside the program. But 
we want to avoid the explicit use of the first argument, which will be removed later on, 
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and, moreover, one wants to use simple operations only (addition in place of length). 
Hence, we add two arguments to all nonterminals in { li, lins, ins} denoted A, and A2 
(instead of x3 and x4 for mnemonic reasons) whose specifications are: 
Yf(xl, Al): Al =length(repr(xl))+ 1 
Y;(xl, x2, A2): A2=length(repr(xl)repr(x2))+ 1 
for all x in {li, lins, ins} 
P3 
prog(M-L)+-li(M-M, M-L, 1, AZ). 
li(M-LO,LO-LZ, A,, A2)+li(M-LO, LO-L1, Al, A3),li(M-Lr,Lr-Lz, A3, AZ). 
li(M, L, A,, A,)+-lins(M, L, A,, AZ). 
lins(M-N, [la&:/&]-L,, Al, A2)tins(M-L,,L,-L,, A,, A,). 
lins(M, L, Al, Az)+ins(M, L, A,, A,). 
ins(A4, [insILl-L, Al, A,)+A, is A, + 1. - 
ins(M, [if, expr, thengoto, lab]L]-L, Al, A,)+-AZ is Ai + 1. -- 
The annotation is proved sound by the dependency schemes of Fig. 17. Most of them 
are obvious, following the definitions of the arguments. 
In rule 3 one needs 9, to know that N = [laJ, : 1 Lo], thus in terms of instructions 
M-N has the same length as M-Lo. Same for .Y2. Similarly for rules 5 and 6. 
From these specifications one can observe that Al of x is the address of the first 
instruction derived from x. as A2 is the address of the “next” one after x. 
5.4. P4: Adding a label table 
The label table will be handled by two arguments added to all the nonterminal 
symbols but the axiom “prog”. They will be denoted T1 and T2. T1 ( T2) is inherited 
(synthesized). 
Thus for all x in { li, lins, ins}: 
.a$: Tl is the table of the labels corresponding to repr(x,). 
Y’j: T2 is the table of the labels corresponding to repr(x,) repr(xz). 
More formally: 
9:: Tl =I-table(repr(x1)) for all x in {li, lins, ins} 
9;: T2=l_table(repr(xl) repr(x2)) for all x in {li, lins, ins} 
in which it is assumed that l-table (x) is the list of all the pairs [label, N or number] in 
which all labels are those appearing in x. The second element of the pairs may be 
unknown (a variable N). 
Using two arguments Tl and T2 instead of one only avoids the use of sophisticated 
functions like the merging of two l-tables. We will use the updating function *‘test- 
or-incl”. 
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rule 1 
rule 2 
i 
I2 - li 
1 
-s2 
I2 
lins tl 
-s2 
rule 3 
rule 4 
C 
I2 -1ins 
1 
-s2 
12 -ins II -s2 
rules 5, 6 
rq-g] 
Fig. 17. Logical dependency scheme for 4; and Y?j. 
The program P4 will be given without the arguments Al and A2 which can be 
found in P3. 
P4 
prog(M--L)+li(M-M, M-L, [ 1, T,). 
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li(M-LO, LO-L*, T1, Tz)+li(M-LO, LO-LI, T1, T,), 
li(M-L1, L1-Lz, T,, T,). 
li(M, L, T1, T,)+lins(M, L, T,, Tz) 
lins(M - N, [lab,: I LO] - L1, T1, T,)+test-or-incl( T,, [laJ, A 1], T,): - 
ins(M-LO, LO-L,, T,, T,). 
lins(M, L, T1, T,)tins(M, L, T1, Tz). 
ins(M,[insIL]-L, T, T)+--A, is AI+l. 
ins(M, [if,expr, thengoto, lab 1 L] -L, T1, T,) 
+-A, is A, + 1, test-or-incl(T,, [la& X], T,). 
The proofs are obvious, following the logical dependency schemes of Fig. 18. 
5.5. P-5: Adding the generated code 
In order to avoid the use of concatenation of lists, the generated code will be 
represented by a difference-list. Thus, we will add one argument (denoted C in place of 
X7) whose specification is: 
9:: repr(C)= trans(repr(x2)) for all x in (prog, Ii, lins, ins} 
To simplify the presentation of C we do not repeat in P5 the arguments xl, Al, 
A2, Tl, T2. 
P5 
prog(L, C)+li(L, C). 
li(Lo-L,,C,-C,)tli(Lo-L,,C1-C2),li(L1-LZ, C2-C3). 
li(L, C)clins(L, C). 
lins([laJ :/LO] -L,, Clttest-or-incl(T,, [laJ, A,], T3), ins(L,-L,, C). 
lins(L, C)tins(L, C). 
ins([insIL]-L, [[Al,ins][C]-C)+Az is AI+l. - - 
ins( [if, expr, thengoto, lab IL] -L, [[A,, expr, X] I C] - C) -- 
+A2 is AI + 1, test-o%cl( T1, [laJ~, X], T,). 
The proofs are obvious, following the logical dependency schemes of Fig. 19. 
Note that a label in the generated code may remain a variable if it is not defined in 
the source program and if a label is defined twice (i.e. with different addresses) object 
code will not be there as there is no proof tree for P4 in this case. 
The proof of soundness of the logical dependency schemes has now been completed. 
As the variables appearing in the first argument of li, fins and ins are not used in the 
arguments Al, A2, Tl, T2 or C, it is possible to remove the first argument for these 
predicates. Thus, the final program is the following: 
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C 
I3 
-li 
1 
-S3 
I3 -1ins ” -s3 
I3 r-4 -1ins -s3 tl 
II3 -ins -s3 __I 
c I<cins -- is J\ t-0-i - s Lo-i 
Fig. 18. Sound logical dependency scheme for P4 
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I-Pw --s* - 
rins-i’ 7 
I. Ins-S, - 
t 
-- I<cins4f 
is t-0-i - s t-0-i 1 
Fig. 19. Sound logical dependency scheme for P5. 
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5.6. P6: Final program 
prog(L, C)+WL, 1, AZ, C 1, T2, Cl. 
li(Lo-L2,Al,AZ,T1,TZ,C1-C3)tli(LO-L1,Al,A3,T1,T3,C1-CZ), 
li(L,-L2,A3,AZ,T3,T2,C2-C3). 
WL, AI, AZ, TI, Tz, C)+lins(L AI, Aa, T1, Tz, C). 
lins([@,: IL,,-L1, Ai, A,, T1, T,, C)ttest-or-incl(T,, [@, A,], T,), 
WLo-L,, AI, A,, T3, T2, C). 
lins(L, A,, AZ, T1, T2, Cb-WL, AI, A2, T,, T,, C). 
ins([insIL]-L, AI, A,, T, T, [[A,,ins]lC]-C)+-A, is A,+l. - 
ins([if,expr, thengoto, labILl-L, A,, A2, T1., T,, [[A,,expr, X]lC]-C) -- - 
+A2 is AI + 1, 
test-or-incl( T1, [k& X], T,). 
test-or-incl(T, I, T)tis-already-in( T, I). 
test-or-incl( T, I, [I) T])cis-not-already-in( T, I). 
is-already-in( [Z I T], I)+ 
is-already-in([Z, ( T], Z,)+is-already-in( T, I,). 
is-not-already-in( [I, I)+- 
is-not-already-in( [I1 I T], I,)+-diffI(Z,, Z2), is-not-already-in( T, I,). 
diffI(CEI, ,411, C&, A,l)+diff(EI, &I. 
The annotations are: (Xi is the removed first argument) 
Inherited: for all x in (li, lins, ins): 
3:: 3a prog+repr(xl)xa and 3M, N, L xl=M-N and x2=N-L 
_JJ$: Al =length(repr(xl))+ 1 
$5: Tl =I-table(repr(x1)) 
Synthesized: 
YP;: x-+repr(x2) for all x in {prog, li, lins, ins} 
YpZ: A2=length(repr(xl) repr(x2))+ 1 for all x in {li, lins, ins} 
9;: T2=1-table(repr(x1) repr(x2)) for all x in (li, lins, ins} 
,Yf: repr(C)=trans(repr(x2)) for all x in {prog, li, lins, ins} 
and: 
ytest-or-incl, yis-already-in, yis-not-already-in, ydiffl, p’diff, yis. 
The logical dependency schemes are obtained by merging all the previous partial 
dependency schemes: 
As the logical dependency scheme is sound and noncircular, the annotation is valid; 
hence, every proof tree of root prog(S, C) satisfies: 
YProg: progI,repr(S) and Yrg: repr(C)=trans(repr(S)). 
Remark. The claim that the LDS is noncircular may not be obvious at first glance. 
We did not give in this paper any algorithm to solve the problem and we only help the 
reader to get convinced. However, in most of the cases the following property can be 
used: if there is a total order between the formulas of A(p) for each predicate p such 
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that there is no cycle provoked by the local dependencies in p in any rule, then the 
LDS is noncircular. In this case the LDS is said l-ordered. 
In general the problem whether a LDS is l-ordered is NP-hard. In practice it is 
relatively easy to find such an order. We did this in the demonstration of the Theorem 
(4.13) (using the order: 9’;. J +Id (p)+Sd ( p) and any order for the formulas inside Id 
and Sd). In this example the order in which the assertions have been introduced 
progressively defines such a total order. Hence, the result of noncircularity. 
5.7. The progrum Ph is \tsell-typed 
One uses the following annotation which shows that all arguments of the predicates 
in a complete proof tree of root “prog” respect their type and that symbol tables are 
E-j:sYyl 
1 2 3 -Ii- 1 2 3 4 
I -1, .I, li -S1 3, 4, -S 
1% I, -1, .I, Ii -Sl .S, -S, -S, 3 I, .I, .I, li -s, 3, 3, 3, 
-t-o_ 
.I, -I, -I, -1ins -_S, -S, -S, -! 
s t-0-i -I, -i, -i3 -ins -S1 .S, 23, .S, 
Fig. 20 
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[Ii’i;.~I’ins-~-i;-i-~l 
I, .I, I, -ins-S, S, -S, -S, 
1, -I2 -I, -ins-_S -S,-_S, -S, - 
4’ 
L!sY* is __s is 
- 
Fig. 20. (Continued) 
represented by a list of items whose first elements are different ground atoms and the 
second is an integer or a variable (all this information is condensed in “list-of-items”). 
Note that there is no inherited assertion associated with the root “prog”. In particular, 
the “atomic” labels may be represented by any kind of ground term. 
Inherited assertions 
ST: list-of-items(x4) A noduplic(x4), xE{li, lins, ins) 
F~st-or-i”c’: list-of-items(toi1) A item(toi2) 
Y- 2: list-of-items(x1) A item(x2), x~{is-already-in, is-not-already-in} 
Stiff’: item(diffI1) A item(diff12) 
Ffff: atom(diff 1) A atom(diff2) 
S; : integer(x2) XE {li, lins, ins, is} 
Synthesized assertions 
%V2c’i: is-a-d_list(xl), XE{ prog, li, lins, ins} 
%yg(L, C): is-a-d-list(C) A well-typed (repr(C)) 
a;: is-a-d-list(x6) A well-typed (repr(C)), x~{li, lins, ins} 
d?%:: list-of-items (li5) A noduplic (lis), XE {li, lins, ins) 
u+yor-incl : list-of-items(toi3) 
%;: integer(x3), xE {li, lins, ins, is} 
Two assertions (FOo, u2crg) need some comments. In TO one requires “well- 
typed(repr(l))“; as L is a difference list by assertion ?L~“~, the “well-typed” predicate 
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means only the labels of the source program must be ground atoms (needed to satisfy 
“list-of-items”, “item” and “atom” properties). Furthermore, in %(rog “well-typed 
(repr(C))” means that the generated code C is a list of pairs or triples whose 
components have the right type described at the beginning of Section 5 (in particular, 
the first element is an integer). 
The proofs are obvious. We just draw the local dependency scheme (Fig. 21), most 
of them are obvious. Note that some of them are just inherited. 
6. Comparison with other works on partial correctness in logic programming 
The first presentation of use of the inductive proof method to establish the 
computational validity of a specification appears in Cl23 mainly based on the axio- 
matic view of Sections 3.15 and 3.16. When induction in the theories defined by what 
is called here Ax (axioms defining the “input relations” or in some sense the pre- 
interpretations) is performed, it is called structural induction (on the “input relations”) 
in the sense of Burstall and Darlington [l 11. 
When a formula is proved using statement 4 in (3.16) i.e. using an inductive 
specification in DEN(P), it is called computational induction in the sense of Manna [45]. 
Computational induction, as structural induction, can be used to prove general 
properties about the program, holding in DEN(P). Clark remarks also that the “pure” 
inductive assertion method, called fixpoint induction by Park [47], is a sound rule to 
prove the computational validity. He calls this rule the “consequence verification 
method”. 
In most of his examples Clark considers that the set of axioms Ax is defined by 
a logic program. Hence statement 5 (Section 3.16) is extensively used (Ax is the 
completion of a logic program). 
Lprog - 1 
7 
b - tf,, 
1 2 5 3 
-Tt .T, -li --u, -c; -uj -us 
Fig. 21. 
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-test-or-incl - -Tt .T, -ins-U, -U2 -U3 -Us 
-ins-U1 -U -U -U 
2 3 5 
Fig. 21 
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-is-not-already-in 
r T4 -is-already-in 1 
c T4 -is-already-in c 
T4 -is-already-in 
7 
r T, -is-not-already-in 1 
T6 
difff 
diff 
Fig. 21. Sound and noncircular logical dependency scheme for proving the well-typedness of P6 
We adopted the same point of view in Section (3.16) showing that these different 
kinds of inductions are the same if one considers that the axioms Ax are also definite 
clauses. 
The first presentation of the proof method by annotations appears in [ 1 S] where it 
is restricted to the use of assertions to prove valid specifications. We have given here 
a slightly more general presentation of the method (adapted to the case of logic 
programming): we use the annotation method to prove properties holding inside the 
proof trees, not only at the root. With some adaptation the method can be used to 
prove dynamic properties. 
For example in [33] a scheme analogous to a L-LDS is used to prove run-time 
properties, but if ground proof trees are considered, the kind of assertions used can be 
viewed as assertions holding in the proof trees; hence, in particular at the root. 
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In [14] the same kind of L-LDS is proposed but with an additional feature: the 
unification is completely axiomatized and its axioms together with a restricted 
assertion language on terms domains serve to remove from the formulas to be proved 
any reference to the unification process. They justify their approach by an analogy 
with the Hoare’s proof method: given a precondition, the postcondition assumes that 
the programs halts with success. We did deal with the same idea here: “to halt” means 
that a complete proof tree has been constructed. The difference with their approach 
comes from the fact that they take into account the operational semantics, that is to 
say, the way the proof trees are constructed. This is necessary in the case of study of 
run-time properties and halting problems. The same kind of analogy with the Hoare’s 
method is developed in [ 11, where not only a simple deductive system is proposed to 
prove run-time properties but also input/output relations. Basically, all these systems 
(at least for the part concerning the program) are modelling same kind of induction on 
the program structure. They leave possibility of a greater modularity which become 
necessary to handle big programs. 
In Bossi and Cocco [9] an annotation based on a L-LDS is used to prove partial 
correctness of “modules” w.r.t. a specification (computational validity). They use the 
axiomatic view, and we have shown that the restriction to L-LDS is not necessary. 
In Hogger [35,39], it is assumed that the axioms Ax are a DCP which includes 
another definition of the predicates in PRED. The definition of “inductive for P” 
becomes just: Sl= P, i.e. the clauses of P are theorems in Ax =S. Theorem 3.15.3 is 
a reformulation of the sufficient criterion given by Hogger, in this particular case, 
when Ax contains another axiomatisation of P also. 
The same idea is used in [41] to prove the equivalence of logic programs. Assuming 
for simplicity that both programs define (in different ways) the same predicate, two 
programs P and P’ are equivalent (called CAS equivalence) iff DEN(P)= DEN(P’). 
One way to obtain the result is to prove by some method that the denotation of one 
program is a model of the other and conversely, i.e. DEN(P)/= P’ and DEN(P’)/= P. 
In [49] the inductive proof method is used to validate specifications (computational 
validity) expressed on Herbrand interpretations, but the method itself is not 
investigated. 
Kanamori [42,49] developed extensively the idea that execution of a DCP can be 
used to prove that general formulas are logical consequences of COMP(P) or valid in 
DEN(P). The work is restricted to DCPs and to formulas called S-formulas (of the 
form V’x3yF(Zy)). In [42] the “extended execution deduction rule”, which is an 
extension of the SLDNF resolution, is defined and proved to be complete; i.e. given 
a DCP P and an S-formula F, COMP(P)+F if and only if starting with F, the 
extended execution deduction rules applied to P permit to derive the “true” goal. This 
deduction rule is implemented in the system ARGUS [43] with the induction proof 
method which is used to prove S-formulas valid in DEN(P). These ideas have given 
rise to many improvements [36] and analogous ideas have been studied in [40]. 
In Deville [31] and Deransart and Ferrand [21,23,24] the extension of the 
inductive proof method for logic programs with negations (normal programs) is 
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presented. For DCPs the completion COMP(P) has a unique least term models; for 
normal programs it is not nomore true and the completion may have many uncom- 
parable minimal term models. Deville assumes that there exists a unique term model. 
This property is undecidable in general but is verified by construction of the (normal) 
program. His method needs to know the strongest specification and is introduced with 
the purpose of building correct programs rather than proving them correct after- 
wards. Deransart and Ferrand have basically the same approach (the specification, if 
expressed in a term model, is a well-founded model of COMP(P)- well founded in 
a sense which is out of the scope of this paper and it is explained in the comprehensive 
version of [21]), but they give a modular version of the proof method for partial 
correctness which reduces to the inductive proof method in case of a DCP, and is 
suitable for weaker specifications. However, the proof of weaker (or partial) specifica- 
tions needs stronger (or larger) specifications of completeness. 
7. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have investigated the problem of proving the partial correctness of 
a logic program ~ restricted to definite clauses and some possible extensions ~ w.r.t. 
a specification in an unified framework. We have considered two cases: “informal” 
proofs (i.e. performed in some “known” domain) or “formal” proofs (i.e. performed in 
some axiomatized domains), and we have introduced two proof methods: the induc- 
tive method and the annotations method, the first one being a particular case of the 
second one. 
We have introduced two notions of validity with the purpose of obtaining completeness 
results of the methods: “validity” and “computational validity”. From the point of view 
of a (logic programming) programmer the second notion is the only interesting one. 
Different notions of “completeness” have been used. 
(1) Completeness of a set of axioms: Obviously when the axiomatic view is 
used ~ and automatized proofs are performed -if the set of axioms is not complete (i.e. 
if the theory is not decidable) it does not make any sense to speak of other concepts of 
completeness: any method will remain incomplete. 
(2) Completeness of the method (inductive assertions or annotations) expressed by 
a necessary condition for validity. Neither with the computational validity nor in 
general, if the axiomatic view is taken, even with a decidable theory, the completeness 
can be reached. If so, there is still a problem. 
(3) Relative completeness. Completeness of the method can be reached only if the 
specification language is powerful enough. We have shown that if one restricts the 
specification language to the first-order logic, the completeness of the method does 
not hold in general, even for pure DCP’s. 
The presented proof methods can be viewed as new deduction rules, and we have 
shown that they can be used for more general purposes than just to prove the validity 
of specifications: proof of validity of general formulas in one model (DEN) or proof of 
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properties inside the proof trees. The annotation method, whose adaptation to the 
field of logic programming is new, seems to be particularly well suited for this latter 
purpose. However, we have shown that the annotation method cannot increase the 
power of other known methods. 
We have compared this presentation of the proof methods with other known works, 
and we have shown that all of them use with a slightly different formalism, or different 
conditions, the same method: the inductive one or fixpoint one or in the best case the 
annotation method with a L-LDS. 
We think that the existence of simple and powerful proof methods of validity is one 
of the characteristics of logic programming and these make it attractive. We carried 
out this extensive study because of two main reasons: 
(1) They are very general (complete) and simple (especially, if a short inductive 
assertion is proved). As such they can be taught together with a PROLOG dialect and 
may help the user to detect useful properties of the axioms written. In the case of large 
programs, the second method may help to simplify the presentation of a proof using 
shorter assertions and clear logical dependences between assertions. 
(2) Valid specifications are the basic elements used in the proofs of all other 
desirable logic program properties as completeness, “run-time” properties, termina- 
tion such as shown in [22] or safe use of the negation [44]. For example, any proof of 
termination with regard to some kind of used goals and some strategy will suppose 
that, following the given strategy, some subproof tree has been successfully con- 
structed and thus that some previously chosen atoms in the body of a clause satisfy 
their specifications. Thus, correctness proofs appear to be a way of making modular 
proofs of other properties also. In fact, the validity of a specification can be established 
independent of any other property. 
As most of the other manipulations on logic programs (proof of other properties, 
program transformations, etc.) use valid specifications, one may expect that the same 
results of (in)completeness hold also for these methods. This is fortunately not 
a reason not to try to validate a program and to develop good methods well adapted 
to the kind of property one wants to verify. 
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Appendix 
Missing proofs of Section 3.15. 
Claim A.l. The only-if part of the Theorem 3.15.3 does not hold. 
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Proof. By hypothesis, for every ID, model of Ax, if p(U)EPTRo(P) then II3, I=9’p[6]. Let 
us consider some [D, and Y = ,4cp. n; Ax I= P [ .Yp, n] does not hold necessarily in all 
models of Ax (it does for D by hypothesis). In other words there may be different 
formulas 9,. n for different models D, i.e. there is no unique formula which is 
inductive in all models of Ax and implies the valid specifications 9. 
The proof is achieved by a counterexample. 
Consider the following program: 
p(a)+q(a, b), 4(k c) 
and the specification 
YP: pl = (‘, 94: ql =q2 
expressed in the language which contains only three constants, {a, b, c}, and one 
binary predicate ( = $. 
Let Ax: { Vx, x=x) be the only axiom (which holds in all interpretations). 
The specification 9 is valid. In fact, any D-based proof tree of root p requires that 
all constants are interpreted as the same value. 
But there is no inductive specification % such that Ax+~Z~=,~‘~. 
In fact, with this limited axiom one can prove only formulas which are an instance 
of this axiom. So the strongest inductive formula is: 
I%Ip: pl = a, qlq=,y” 
But {Vx, x=.x> I# pl =a=>pl =c. 0 
Claim A.2. The only-if part of the Proposition 3.15.4 does not hold. 
Proof. Assume S is a valid specification and that D is a model of AxuIFF(P). Then 
given a predicate p of P, all the elements p(V) of PTR,(P) are in D. However, PTR,(P) 
is the least fixpoint and the converse does not necessarily hold [44]. By hypothesis, the 
implication p(X)aSp[X] holds for the elements in PTRn(P) but not necessarily for all 
“atoms” in D. The same example is also a counterexample for this method. tl 
Claim A.3. Both proof methods of Section 3.15 (3.15.3 and 3.15.4) are incomparable. 
This is left as a conjecture. We give only some intuition. 
Consider both properties: 
(1) AxuIFF(P)+p(X)~sPp[X] for all p in PRED. 
(2) There exists 9” such that 
(a) AxI=P[.Y’] 
(b) Ax I= Y’+Y 
We show (1) does not imply (2) and (2) does not imply (1). 
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(2) does not imply (1). Let ID be a model of AxuIFF(P), then by 2(a) D + P[ Y’] 
and by 2(b) D +9”*9. Given an assignment such that D I=p(V), is it true that 
DI=YP[V]? 
It is, if one can ensure that D I= Y’[V]. However, D, by hypothesis, corresponds to 
one of the fixpoints of P. So 9’ does not correspond necessarily to the same fixpoint 
(it can be a smaller one). 
(1) does not imply (2). Assume (1). For every model of AxuIFF(P) assume that 
there is a specification Y’ characterizing the interpretation of the predicates of P in 
D such that (3) D+P[9”] and ED+9 ‘35-f’. Moreover, every model of Ax can be 
extended into a model AxuIFF(P) which satisfies (3). However, there is no guarantee 
that the specification Y’ will be the same for all models of Ax. 
In other words, the strongest inductive formula by the second method may define in 
some model of Ax an interpretation which is not a model of IFF(P) and strictly 
includes the greatest fixpoint of TP,D, hence 2(b) may not hold. 
As we did not yet find a satisfactory counterexample, we leave it as a conjecture. 
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